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A SIMPLIFIED MODEL OF HEAT TRANSFER BETWEEN

LARGE-PARTICLE GAS-FLUIDIZED BEDS

AND IMMERSED SURFACES

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Historical Perspective

Although research in fluidized bed heat transfer began only some

35 years ago, the fluidized bed is actually a very old technology.

Liquid fluidized beds were used in Europe at least as long ago as

Medieval times for dressing of minerals [22]. Modern interest in

fluidization dates from 1922 when a German patent was issued for the

Winkler coal gasification process [70]. This modern interest was

piqued during the second world war when the high demand for aviation-

grade gasoline sparked a furious search for ways to improve the pro-

ductivity of petroleum refining operations [22]. The search ended in

the first large-scale commercial application of gas-fluidized beds,

which was in the chemical reactors used to catalytically "crack"

petroleum. The fluidized bed could cope with much larger mass flow

rates than could the previously used fixed bed reactors, and thus

soon became the industry standard.

More recently, the heat transfer properties of fluidized beds

have come into the limelight. Present and potential applications of

fluidized beds in which heat transfer to immersed surfaces is of

primary interest include waste incineration, hydrocarbon processing,

calcination of radioactive material, dry cooling towers, solar
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collectors, and, perhaps most significantly, fluidized bed combustion

of coal [22,30,41,42,64].

In the latter application, coal is burned in an air fluidized

bed consisting mostly of dolomite or limestone particles of mean

diameters 0.5 mm or larger (coal comprises only 1 to 2 percent of the

bed material) [30]. The advantage of this technology over conven-

tional coal combustors is twofold. First, the heat transfer coeffi-

cient between immersed surfaces and a gas-fluidized bed is higher

than that for single phase flow by a factor of as much as 20 times

[70]. Thus, the fluidized bed combustor can be made considerably

smaller than a conventional one [70]. Secondly, the limestone parti-

cles adsorb a considerable fraction of the SO
2
gas produced in the

combustion process, thus allowing coal of high sulfur content to be

utilized without the addition of costly emissions control equipment

or the compromising of air quality standards [7]. The combustion

temperatures in a fluidized bed are lower than those of a

conventional boiler which further improves the control of emissions

by reducing the production of nitrogen oxides [66].

In order to make such innovations as the fluidized bed coal

combustor accessible to the design engineer, accurate predictors of

the heat transfer coefficient to immersed surfaces are necessary.

Present designers must rely heavily on empirical correlations, such

as those developed by Vreedenberg [85]. The use of empirical corre-

lations is risky, however, since significant errors may occur if

extrapolations beyond the range of conditions present in the original

experiments are attempted. The correlations themselves often admit
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to accuracies of no better than 40 percent even within the range of

stated applicability [85].

Thus there exist both a need and an interest for development of

new physical models of heat transfer in gas-fluidized beds and the

continued refinement of existing models to improve their predictive

power. Such physical models are more heuristic than the empirical

correlations in that they provide a way to test the investigator's

comprehension of the underlying mechanisms of heat transfer.
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B. Qualitative Description of the Fluidization Phenomenon

In order to comprehend the mechanisms of heat transfer in

fluidized beds, an understanding of the fluidization phenomenon must

first be achieved. The term fluidized bed actually denotes a number

of distinct regimes in which a mixture of solid particles and fluid

can exist intermediate between a packed bed and pneumatic transport.

When a fluid, either gas or liquid, is forced up through a mass

of solid particles from the bottom at a rate low enough that the

particles remain undisturbed, a packed or fixed bed is said to

exist. As the upward fluid velocity is increased, the pressure drop

across the bed increases due to the drag forces exerted on the parti-

cles by the percolating fluid. Eventually a point is reached where

the pressure drop across the bed is just sufficient to support the

weight of the particles. Each particle is then suspended on a

cushion of fluid and the fixed bed is transformed into a fluidized

bed. This transition is called the point of incipient fluidization

or minimum fluidizing conditions.

Once the bed is fluidized, the pressure drop across the bed

remains the same even as the upward fluid velocity is further in-

creased. In a gas-fluidized bed, virtually all gas in excess of that

needed to support the particles is channeled through the bed in

rising cavities of gas that contain few solid particles. These cavi-

ties are essentially bubbles and in fact look like the bubbles of

vapor in a boiling liquid. The bed has entered the bubbling regime.

Further increases in gas velocity cause the bubble size and

frequency to increase, thus changing the relative proportion of the
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total bed volume occupied by bubbles. However, the particle-

containing fractions of the bed (called the continuous, dense, or

emulsion phase) remain at essentially the same levels of fluid

velocity and voidage that existed under minimum fluidizing condi-

tions. Several regimes within the bubbling stage can be

distinguished based on whether the gas velocity in the emulsion is

slower (the fast bubble regime) or faster (the slow bubble regime)

than the rise velocity of a bubble [32].

As the bubbles rise they coalesce and grow. At high gas veloci-

ties, the bubbles may grow faster than they rise (the regime of

rapidly growing bubbles). This may give rise to gas voids that span

the entire bed cross section, leading to slugging in narrow beds.

Or, if gas velocities are high enough, the entire bed may enter the

turbulent regime [32], characterized by chaotically interconnected

gas voids among which no distinct bubbles or slugs are distinguish-

able. At still higher gas velocities, the terminal velocity of the

particles is exceeded and pneumatic transport of solids occurs.

The fluidized bed derives its name from its behavior and appear-

ance, which are very much like that of a homogeneous liquid of low

viscosity. The heat transfer properties of a gas-fluidized bed are,

however, unique. The most noteworthy aspect of this is the

remarkable temperature uniformity that exists throughout the bed in

both the radial and axial directions. This is true even in large (10

meter diameter) beds [22,64]. The bubble-induced circulation of

solid particles, which comprise the bulk of the bed's thermal mass,

is responsible for this phenomenon. Effective thermal conductivities
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are up to 100 times that of silver [64]. Heat transfer coefficients

between the bed and immersed surfaces are also high for the same

reason.
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C. Scope of the Present Work

Recognizing the uniqueness of the fluidization phenomenon and

the need for improved heat transfer modeling, the purpose of the

present study was to simplify an existing heat transfer model,

namely, the particle convective component of the single particle

model proposed by Adams and Welty [4,5,9,31]. The formulation

developed in this thesis came close to being entirely analytical in

character, requiring only one numerical integration. Chapter II

presents an intuitive development of the simplified model, which is

rigorously set forth in Chapter III. Efforts to verify the new model

for both low and high temperature fluidized beds are described in

Chapter IV.

Simplification of the Adams-Welty model was desirable for three

main reasons. First, creation of a less complex particle convective

and radiative formulation served to complete the process begun by

Adams [5] in which the gas convective component was simplified.

Secondly, simplification helped to elucidate which parts of the

existing model were unnecessarily complex. Finally, by eliminating

the need for finite difference transient heat conduction cal-

culations, the new model was easier and less expensive to apply,

being suitable for use on microcomputers. Thus it could be used as a

tool to investigate the effect of particle size variability on pre-

dicted heat transfer coefficients, and to attack the question of

whether it is appropriate to represent a fluidized bed of mixed

particle size by a single, conventionally determined average particle
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diameter for purposes of heat transfer calculation. These questions

are addressed in Chapter V.
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II. MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF HEAT TRANSFER IN GAS-FLUIDIZED BEDS

A. Literature Review

Numerous investigators have developed and tested models of heat

transfer in gas-fluidized beds. Extensive reviews of the modeling

literature have been put forth by Botterill [22], Kunii and

Levenspiel [64], Grewal [56], Glicksman and Decker [51], Saxena et

al. [77], and others. The present investigation focuses on the

modeling of the particle convective component of heat transfer, which

will be described below.

The existence of more than one accepted heat transfer model

suggests that several heat transfer mechanisms are operating and that

the dominance shifts from one mechanism to another as the system

parameters (such as particle size, bed temperature, and fluidization

regime) change. Several categorizations of these mechanisms are

possible. Adams [7] mentions a small particle limit in which heat

transfer is dominated by unsteady conduction and a large particle

limit in which steady-state convection to the gas phase is domi-

nant. This categorization reflects the views of Baskakov et al. [17]

and Grewal [56], who considered the total heat transfer coefficient

between an immersed tube and a gas-fluidized bed to be a super-

position of three components:

Nu = Nu + Nu + Nu (2.1)
r

Ps

where Nu = overall Nusselt number

Nu = particle convective Nusselt number
ps

Nug = gas convective Nusselt number
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Nur = radiative Nusselt number.

The particle convective component, Nu , is due to unsteady
Ps

state conduction of heat between the heat transfer surface and solid

particles in the vicinity of that surface, and the subsequent convec-

tive motion of these particles back into the core of the bed.

Particle convection becomes the dominant mode of heat transfer when

the Reynolds number based on particle diameter and average inter-

stitial gas velocity,

Re = Q d /v*
c gpg (2.2)

is low, as is the case for small particle beds, and when bed tempera-

tures are too low for radiation to be significant (TB < 900 K).

The gas convective component, Nug, represents heat transfer due

to gas flowing through interparticle voids and through bubbles in

contact with the immersed surface. This mechanism is predominant

when the particle Reynolds number, Rec, is high. Such will be the

case when gas kinematic viscosity, v*, is low (as in fluidized beds

at high pressure or low temperature) and when the particles are large

or dense enough to necessitate high fluidization gas velocities. Gas

convection is also important near minimum fluidization conditions

when there is no bubble activity to promote the circulation of solid

particles, and when surface geometries produce regions of locally

high voidage or stagnant particles [56].

Various empirical correlations have been proposed to predict the

gas convective component, many of which are summarized by Grewal

[56]. Analytical models range from simple semi-empirical relations
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hailing from the assumption that gas convection in fluidized beds is

described by the same equations derived for forced convection in a

uniform fluid [48] to the more elaborate stagnation flow model pro-

posed by Adams and Welty [9]. In the latter model, the local inter-

stitial gas velocity is assumed to vary linearly from stagnation to

twice the mean interstitial free-stream velocity in the distance

between successive particles contacting the heat transfer surface.

The radiative component, Nur, is significant only in high

temperature fluidized beds, above about 870 K according to Botterill

[22]. There is general agreement that the proportion of the overall

heat transfer that occurs via radiation will increase with bed

temperature (other things being constant), but there are conflicting

statements over the exact magnitude of that proportion [12].

Radiation has been variously reported as comprising from 5 to 10

percent [66,87] up to 30 to 50 percent [86] of the total heat

transfer under similar conditions. Radiation heat transfer occurs

between the immersed surface and contacting emulsion phase and also

between the surface and the core of the bed via contacting bubbles.

Radiation is seldom treated independently, but is often included

in particle convection models as a heat transfer mechanism operating

parallel to, and coupled with, conduction heat transfer. Radiation

modeling will therefore be included below in the discussion of the

particle convective component.

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 summarize the shift in dominance between

heat transfer mechanisms. In Figure 2.1, the overall heat transfer

rate is plotted as a function of gas velocity for large particles
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Figure 2.1. Dependence of heat transfer coefficient on
gas velocity and particle size (adapted from
Martin [70] and Grewal [56])
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(d
P2

) and small particles (d
P1

). As the gas velocity increases, the

particles circulate more rapidly (due to more vigorous bubbling),

leading to a decrease in particle residence time on the heat transfer

surface, and a consequent increase in the particle convective heat

transfer coefficient. Particle convective heat transfer is improved

by decreased residence times because the particles in contact with

the immersed surface remain closer to the bed core temperature and

are convected back into the core of the bed more frequently.

However, further increases in the gas velocity lead to reduction in

overall particle concentration in the vicinity of the immersed

surface as the fraction of the bed volume occupied by gas bubbles

increases. Thus, an optimum is reached where these opposing effects

find a balance. The peak is less sharp for large particles because

gas convection rather than particle convection is the dominant

mechanism. At gas velocities high enough to fluidize a bed of large

particles, the gas convection is only weakly sensitive to changes in

gas velocity. Note also that particle convection involves higher

heat transfer rates than gas convection due to the much larger

thermal mass of solid particles relative to gas.

In Figure 2.2, the maximum overall heat transfer coefficient is

plotted against particle diameter. As particle diameter is

increased, the heat transfer rate initially improves due to an

improvement in fluidization conditions (the dashed portion corre-

sponds to a range of particle size characterized by agglomeration and

channeling). Increasing the particle diameter has three effects,

however, which conspire to cause a decrease in the maximum heat
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transfer rate in the small particle range where the particle

convective component dominates. These effects are an increase in the

average distance between the particle surface and the heat transfer

surface, a decrease in the total particle surface area per unit

volume of emulsion, and an increase in the fraction of time the

immersed surface spends in contact with bubbles.

Further increases in particle diameter eventually result in

transition from the small particle to the large particle range in

which heat transfer occurs predominantly by gas convection. At this

end of the size spectrum, the heat transfer coefficient increases

with particle diameter due to an increase in fluidization gas veloci-

ties and a consequent increase in particle Reynolds number, Rec.

Efforts to model particle convection, the unsteady state conduc-

tion to solid particles in motion, have taken three predominant

forms. These forms differ in the way the fluidized bed medium is

conceptually partitioned into phases and in the role of each phase in

the heat transfer process.

The first type of model considers the bed to be composed of a

homogeneous emulsion phase interspersed with bubbles of gas. Packets

of emulsion are seen to come into contact with an immersed surface,

transfer heat to it by conduction during their time of residence, and

then are swept away by bubble-induced motion to be replaced by fresh

packets from the core of the bed. The packets are assumed to have a

voidage and effective thermal properties identical to those of a

packed bed at minimum fluidization conditions.
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Mickley and Fairbanks [71] were the first to propose a model of

this type. The model works reasonably well when the residence time

of a packet is long enough that the penetration distance for a

thermal transient is large compared to the average particle

diameter. This is generally the case in small particle (dp < 1 mm)

beds. The packet model has the advantage that it requires no assump-

tions about particle shape and size distribution or about the

detailed configuration of particles residing on the heat transfer

surface. It does, however, require knowledge of the distribution of

particle residence times. Unfortunately, very few of the reported

experimental studies on fluidized bed heat transfer have included

residence time measurements.

It has been noted that at short residence times the Mickley-

Fairbanks formulation overpredicts the instantaneous heat transfer

rate [56]. This has led other investigators to modify the packet

model by adding a contact resistance [17,49,63,87]. Gabor [47]

showed that this contact resistance takes the form of a finite gas

gap between the surface and the first emulsion particles, the gap

size being some empirically determined fraction of the particle

diameter. Although Gabor doubted the existence of such a gap and

perceived it only as a mathematical expediency, others such as

Baskakov [17] have argued that an effective gap does exist.

Schlflnder [78] proposed that the contact resistance could be

explained by the diminished heat transfer rate in the gas when it is

confined to zones where the gas thickness is less than the mean free

path of a molecule, such as near the points of particle contact.
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Kubie and Broughton [63] took the approach that the contact

resistance could be predicted by a systematic variation in bed

voidage, and a consequent variation in the emulsion thermal proper-

ties, in the vicinity of an immersed surface. Simple polynomial

expressions for this voidage variation were presented and were suc-

cessful in eliminating the need for a hypothetical gas gap.

Although most investigations have focused on the low temperature

fluidized bed, there have been some efforts to include radiation heat

transfer in the packet or continuum models. Chen and Chen [33]

considered the emulsion as an absorbing and scattering medium. A

numerical solution was obtained to the energy equation which

incorporated a two-flux radiation model coupled to the usual conduc-

tion terms. Pillai [74] essentially added radiation heat transfer to

a Kubie and Broughton-type variable voidage model. Each point in the

continuum was assumed to exchange heat radiatively according to the

Stefan-Boltzmann law for blackbody radiators, with an empirically

determined effective bed emissivity and an effective radiating/ab-

sorbing area related to the local voidage.

The second major type of model for particle convective heat

transfer relaxes the homogeneous continuum assumption and portrays

the bed medium as a fluid containing various groupings of the solid

phase. Gabor [46] calculated conduction heat transfer to a chain of

spherical particles extending outward from the immersed surface.

This model was later simplified by conceptually approximating the

chain of particles as a series of alternating slabs separated from

each other by gas gaps [47]. Kolar [58] and Fatani [43] added
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radiation heat transfer to the alternating slab model. These models,

although presenting an artificial picture of actual fluidized bed

geometry, have been shown to yield good predictions for beds contain-

ing particles of intermediate size (dp - 1 mm) where particle resi-

dence times are too long for the single particle models (described

below) but too short for the continuum approximation to be valid.

Although most of the heat transfer modeling and most of the

experimental work has focused on the low temperature small-particle

fluidized bed, recent interest in fluidized bed coal combustion has

necessitated the development of models applicable to large-particle

(d > 2 mm) fluidized beds at high temperatures. Under these condi-

tions, particle convection will comprise a significant fraction of

the overall heat transfer. Thermal transients will generally be con-

fined to the first layer of particles in contact with the heat

transfer surface, succeeding layers remaining at the bed core

temperature. Heat transfer can then be calculated by considering a

single particle in contact with the immersed surface and exchanging

heat with it across the intervening gas.

Single particle models constitute the third, and last, category

of particle convection model.

Botterill and Williams [25] obtained the temperature distribu-

tion in a contacting particle and surrounding gas for various incre-

ments of elapsed time after contact with the heat transfer surface.

Heat transfer rates calculated from this temperature distribution

tended to overpredict the experimental results unless, as in the case
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of the homogeneous continuum models, a contact resistance was added

to the system.

Decker and Glicksman [40] developed equations to estimate the

thermal time constant of a particle and then argued that the parti-

cles can be treated as spheres of uniform constant temperature if

this time constant is large relative to the estimated particle resi-

dence time. Such an approximation greatly simplifies the calcula-

tions, but may lead to significant error in the case of ceramic

particles which can contain appreciable temperature gradients near

the particle surface. A model for the contact resistance which

assumed ellipsoidal asperities in a zone of contact was also devel-

oped. However, a lack of information concerning the size and shape

of asperities on real particles prevented direct experimental con-

firmation of their predictions.

Adams and Welty [9] developed a gas convection model for the

large-particle regime which was later extended to include a detailed

finite difference calculation of the particle convective component

[4]. The salient features of this model, and the single particle

model of the present study, will be discussed in the following

sections.

A final variation on the single particle approach was provided

by Martin [70] who noted that the necessity for assuming a particular

residence time distribution or a short penetration depth for the

thermal transient could be circumvented by instead assuming that the

particles moved in a way analogous to the motion of gas molecules

according to kinetic gas theory. Particle temperature was assumed
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uniform but not constant, and the residence time was taken to be of

the same order of magnitude as the time for a particle to travel a

distance equal to the particle diameter. This model was found to

predict the effect of variation of bed parameters on heat transfer

coefficients quite well, but required the use of an empirically

determined constant which was related to the maximum interstitial gas

velocity.

That each of these diverse models was capable of successfully

predicting the particle convective heat transfer coefficient over

some, albeit limited, range of conditions underscores the complexity

of the phenomena involved. It was this perceived complexity that led

some investigators, notably Adams and Welty, to seek a more detailed

description of the physics of heat transfer fromfirst principles

with as few approximations as possible.
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B. Description of the Adams-Welty Model

The Adams-Welty model was one of the first efforts to provide a

detailed physical description of heat transfer in large-particle gas-

fluidized beds. Since the present work represents, essentially, a

simplification of the rather complex particle convective heat

transfer calculations required by the Adams-Welty model, a descrip-

tion of the salient features of that model is in order.

In its original form, the Adams-Welty model was designed to

calculate heat transfer rates under conditions where gas convection

is the dominant mode [7,9]. Such conditions will prevail in a bed of

large (dp > 2 mm) particles at relatively low temperatures.

The flow of interstitial gas in contact with an immersed hori-

zontal cylinder was assumed to be confined to channels as shown in

Figure 2.3a [7]. These channels were in turn partitioned into an

inviscid core surrounded by two-dimensional boundary layers (Figure

2.3b). Stokes flow was assumed to occur in the cusps of the channels

and the flow within the inviscid core was assumed to be stagnation-

like. In order to simplify calculations, local gas velocity in the

inviscid core was taken to vary linearly from zero to twice the

average interstitial velocity (as determined by potential flow calcu-

lations) over the distance from one particle to the next one down-

stream.

Approximate calculations showed that large particles would

remain nearly isothermal during their expected residence time near an

immersed surface [9]. Thus, heat flow through the Stokes region,

which constituted the particle convective component, could be modeled
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Figure 2.3. Flow of interstitial gas on an immersed surface
(from Adams [7])
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as steady-state conduction. Early versions of the model assumed a

linear variation in temperature along the particle surface from the

wall temperature at the point of contact to the bed temperature at

the edge of the Stokes region. With this assumption, the particle

convective (Stokes region) Nusselt number was a constant, independent

of particle residence time.

The edge of the Stokes region, xs, was defined by requiring that

the Nusselt number be continuous. Thus,

(Nu
p

)
at x

= Nu
p

s s 2D
(2.3)

where Nu, = Stokes region Nusselt number
vs

Nu, = Nusselt number in two-dimensional boundary layer.
v2D

An approximate means to determine this edge location was provided by

Adams [5,6], who suggested that

0.76 + *o k1 /Nu for Nu
P2D

) Nu
p
2D Pm

(1-xs/sp) s (2.4)
-k Nu for Nu < Nu

2 p
2D ° P2D Pm

where kl s 5.26-7.72[(sp/rp)-1] (2.5)

k
2

s 0.0127+0.0222[(s
P
/r

P
)-1] (2.6)

and Nup = -2k1W[0.76-(0.578-4kik2)1/2] . (2.7)

Here, *(!) is the temperature function from Kirchhoff's transformation

defined as
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(2.8)

0 = (T-Tw)/(TB-Tw) . (2.9)

The instantaneous local Nusselt number, Nu, , for those parts of
Fc

the immersed surface in contact with the emulsion phase was then

computed as a superposition of the particle convective Nusselt number

with the gas convective Nusselt number. This superposition,

Nu
P

= x /s Nu
P

+ (1-x /s ) Nu , (2.10)
c s

s p
8 P P2D

has been justified by calculations showing that the particle con-

vective component, (xs/sp) Nup was only weakly dependent on Reynolds

number, indicating that the particle and gas convective components

were essentially uncoupled [4].

TheemulsionphasegasconvectiveNusseltnumber,Nu,,was
F2D

determined from a boundary layer analysis. The resulting formulation

was later simplified by Adams [5] yielding the compact expression

-0.0849u'Re1/2

Nu
P

= 0.798 Pr° {Re
c
/[(s

p
/r
p

c)(0.2 + 0.8e )]}1/2

2D

(2.11)

where Re
c is the Reynolds number based on the local interstitial

velocity and particle diameter, Pr is the Prandtl number, and u' is

the interstitial turbulence intensity.

The same Nusselt number was assumed to apply also to the two-

dimensional boundary layer existing on those portions of the particle
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surface not in contact with the Stokes region. This, at least in the

final version of the model, provided a path for heat to flow from the

core of the bed into the particle and subsequently from the particle

to the contacting immersed surface via the Stokes region.

Under conditions of high temperature in a large-particle gas-

fluidized bed, the gas convective component of heat transfer

decreases in dominance relative to the particle convective component

due to the increase in gas kinematic viscosity and consequent

decrease in Reynolds number (see Eq. (2.11)). For example, in a bed

of 3 mm particles at 1200 K (such a temperature is within the range

used for fluidized bed combustion of coal), Mahbod [66] calculated

that 40 percent of the total heat transfer occurred by particle con-

vection and only 19 percent by gas convection, with the remainder

occurring via radiation (28 percent) and through bubbles. By con-

trast, at a bed temperature of 300 K, emulsion gas convection com-

prised 54 percent and particle convection 35 percent of the total

heat transfer with negligible radiation. Therefore, the need for a

more precise calculation of the particle convective and radiative

components was evident if high temperature conditions were to be

accommodated by the model.

The first of these needs was satisfied by relaxing the iso-

thermal particle assumption. The particle surface temperature

distribution was calculated from an analysis of transient conduction

within a sphere having convective boundary conditions. This tempera-

ture distribution was assumed to be axisymmetric about a radius

through the contact point and the thermal mass of the gas in the
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Stokes region was assumed negligible. Variations in gas thermal

conductivity were accounted for by using Kirchhoff's transformation

[15]. The transient conduction equation for the solid particle was

solved numerically using an Alternating Direction Implicit finite

difference scheme [4,28]. Coupling of the transient conduction cal-

culations with the gas convection component (in the two-dimensional

boundary layer) occurred via the effect of the latter on the size of

the Stokes region [4].

Temperature profiles within the Stokes region were assumed to

respond instantaneously to conditions at the Stokes region boundary

due to the negligible thermal mass of the gas. Heat was conducted

across this region both from the particle surface and directly from

the inviscid core. The numerical calculations were facilitated by

the use of conformal mapping.

To finalize the detailed single particle model, an improved

treatment of the radiative heat transfer component was added.

Earlier versions of the model included estimates of the radiative

component which took the form of a simple interchange between two

parallel grey surfaces. These computations were performed

independently of the particle and gas convection calculations [9].

Mahbod [66] allowed each point on the particle surface to

exchange heat radiatively with an enclosure consisting of a grey

cylinder surrounding the particle. The cylinder end was assumed to

be at the temperature of the immersed surface and the cylinder sides

were assumed to have a temperature profile corresponding to a pro-

jection of the surface temperatures of the enclosed particle.
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Configuration factors were determined [68], allowing the radiative

heat flux at each point on the enclosure and particle surfaces to be

calculated via the net radiation method [79]. These radiation calcu-

lations were coupled to the transient conduction (particle convec-

tion) calculations by way of the particle surface temperature.

The Adams-Welty model, then, represents a very complete descrip-

tion of fluidized bed heat transfer in the large-particle regime.

The success of this model in prediction of experimental results has

been demonstrated [4,9,31,66]. However, as completeness breeds com-

plexity, the model is difficult to implement and costly in terms of

the required computer time. Therefore it was desired to simplify the

model both to make it more accessible and to improve understanding of

the mechanisms and assumptions involved.

The first effort at simplification was directed towards the gas-

convective component. Curve fitting was performed on the numerical

boundary layer calculations, resulting in the approximate relation

given previously (Eq. (2.11)). The present work seeks to complete

the process by simplifying the radiative and particle convective

treatments.
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C. Description of the Simplified Particle Convection Model

The simplified particle convection model, like the more complete

physical description comprising the Adams-Welty model, assumes that

the fluidized bed particles are perfect spheres and that only the

first layer of particles in contact with an immersed surface plays a

significant role in heat transfer interactions. Four additional

assumptions are then made:

1. Azimuthal conduction in the particles is assumed

negligible. This simplification effectively elimi-

nates the contribution of the upper hemisphere of the

particle to the heat transfer. Thus, the shape of

the upper hemisphere becomes unrestricted and only

the lower half is constrained to be of spherical

geometry. Furthermore, by allowing heat conduction

to occur only in a radial direction, there exists no

way for heat to enter the particle via its upper

surface from the bed core.

2. Conduction in the Stokes region gas is assumed to

occur only in a direction perpendicular to the

immersed surface. This assumption prevents heat from

entering the Stokes region directly from the core of

the bed.

3. Each point on the lower hemisphere of the particle is

assumed to exchange heat radiatively only with a disk

on the immersed surface of radius (s p) equal to half

the average particle to particle spacing. That is,
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radiative exchange with the sides of the enclosing

cylinder hypothesized by Mahbod [66] is neglected.

Both the particle and the immersed surface are

assumed diffuse and grey.

4. Finally, it is assumed that the combined convective

and radiative boundary conditions on the particle

surface (both of which are nonlinear) can be

linearized.

With these four assumptions in effect, an analytical expression

was derived for the particle surface temperature as a function of

Fourier number (time), position on the particle (colatitude) and

various bed parameters including bed and wall temperature, solid and

gas thermal conductivity, particle radius, and average particle

spacing. Although the surface temperature profile could be solved

analytically, a closed-form integration over area was not possible.

Thus, a numerical integration (using Simpson's rule [28]) was per-

formed to calculate the particle convective Nusselt number.

In order to eliminate a potential singularity at the point of

contact, a 3.5 pm gas gap was added. An alternative approach would

have been to assume a particle surface temperature at the contact

point equal to the temperature of the contacting wall (Tw). However,

as will be discussed in the following section, real particles do

exhibit a microstructure of surface projections, which makes the

contact gap a more realistic assumption.

Variation in gas thermal conductivity was accounted for by

employing Kirchhoff's transformation to the equation of conduction in
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the Stokes region. Particle thermal conductivity was assumed

constant and the specific heat of the gas was neglected.

The Stokes region was, for this analysis, assumed to occupy the

entire projected area of the particle. This latter assumption is not

crucial to the model, however, since the particle convective contri-

bution to the overall emulsion phase Nusselt number has been shown to

be nearly independent of Stokes region size and thus independent of

particle Reynold's number [4].

To linearize the particle boundary conditions, a three-term

Taylor's series expansion about the bed temperature was telescoped

down to two terms by means of Chebyshev polynomials. This involved

the introduction of a dimensionless "telescoping parameter," c, to be

defined in Chapter III. The value of the telescoping parameter was

calculated numerically at each angular position on the particle in

such a manner as to force the heat flux to be zero for a particle

surface temperature equal to the wall (immersed surface) temperature.

The radiation configuration factor used at each position was

calculated from the formulation of Mahbod and Adams [68] for a

colatitude of 45°. Using a single average configuration factor was

found to yield more accurate results than using a configuration

factor calculated separately at each colatitude.

To facilitate computation, both a complete solution and a short-

time approximation were obtained for the analytic temperature

profile. The short-time solution was used for time intervals smaller

than a critical value equal to the time required for the particle

surface temperature at the contact point to reach the wall tempera-
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ture. For longer time intervals, the solution was in the form of an

orthogonal series which was truncated after eight terms. Use of more

than eight terms was not feasible due to memory and computation time

limitations on the HP-86 microcomputer. Tests showed that eight

terms were sufficient for accuracy to at least two significant

figures in the particle contact region and to three or more signifi-

cant figures at larger colatitudes.

Time-averaged Nusselt numbers were obtained by assuming a

rectangular (uniform) residence time distribution. This assumption

allowed the time integration to be carried out analytically.
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D. Justification of the Simplifying Assumptions

Several of the assumptions upon which the simplified particle

convection model has been built are not self-evident and therefore

require justification. In particular, the model's simplicity relies

heavily on the notions that heat conduction in the particle and

Stokes region can be viewed as one-dimensional and that the particle

surface boundary conditions can be linearized.

Unfortunately, it was not practical to uncouple the one-

dimensional conduction assumption from the linearized boundary condi-

tion assumption to test separately the implications of each.

Regarding the first assumption, it bears mentioning that many

investigators have had some success with single particle models that

treated the particle as a lumped parameter system. Decker and

Glicksman [39,40], for example, estimated the Biot number for a

particle as

k*

Bi = 12 --.

s

(2.12)

where k*
g

and k
s

are the thermal conductivities of the gas and solid

particle, respectively.

For the kaolin particles studied in the present analysis, the

above relationship yields Bi = 0.42. This is not within the range

(Bi < 0.1) where a lumped parameter approach is applicable. Thus, it

was seen as necessary to allow particle temperature to vary with

radial position. However, observation of particle surface tempera-

ture profiles computed by Adams [4], as well as similar profiles

calculated on the basis of the simplified model, indicated that
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temperature gradients on the particle surface are significant only in

a narrow region near the point of contact. Neglecting azimuthal

conduction is therefore not unreasonable.

Linearization of radiation boundary conditions was studied by

Szekely and Fisher [80,81]. A two-term Taylor's series approximation

was used to simplify the boundary condition for a spherical particle

subjected to uniform radiation in the absence of conduction and con-

vection. Comparison of the analytical solution obtained by assuming

the linearized boundary condition with a finite difference solution

to the original nonlinear formulation showed that errors were less

than 10 percent provided that the ratio of the radiation source

temperature to the initial sphere temperature was no greater than

2. Although in some applications of the present study to the case of

high temperature beds the above condition is not met, the use of a

variable telescoping parameter assures that physical laws are not

violated by requiring the boundary heat flux to be zero when the

particle boundary reaches the wall temperature. Furthermore, the

Chebyshev polynomial approach to linearization results in an

averaging of the error due to linearization over the entire tempera-

ture range encountered [28]. This effect can be observed in Figure

2.4 which compares the actual (nonlinear) boundary condition with

linearized boundary conditions obtained with and without the use of

Chebyshev telescoping.

General statements about the validity of assuming a gas gap at

the point of contact are difficult to make due to a lack of any pub-

lished data on surface features of real particles. To address this
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omission, a series of Scanning Electron Microscope photographs was

taken of randomly selected kaolin Ione grain particles from the

Oregon State University high temperature fluidized bed facility (see

Figure 2.5). The photographs revealed surface asperities having an

average height of 3.5 pm. These asperities were of the same height

regardless of particle size. This observation is contrary to the

usual assumption that the asperity height is some fraction of the

particle diameter [52]. Since the heat transfer calculations were

found to be relatively insensitive to change in the gas gap size for

small gaps, 3.5 um was used as a representative value.

Use of a uniform or rectangular residence time distribution in

calculations of time-averaged Nusselt number has sometimes been

justified [72] by the absence of published data on real residence

time distributions. Additionally, however, some investigators [11]

have shown that substantial variations in the shape of the residence

time distribution, as by varying the shape parameter of a generalized

gamma distribution [59,60], have only minimal effects on heat

transfer calculations. Thus, the use of a more complicated

statistical weighting function in the time integration was deemed

unneccessary.
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a. Magnification = IIX, horizontal bar = 1 mm

b. Magnification = 100X, horizontal bar = 0.1 mm

Figure 2.5. Ione grain particles as viewed through the scanning
electron microscope: surface microstructure on a randomly
selected particle at progressively higher magnifications
(from a 3.23 mm nominal diameter sample)
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c. Magnification = 2000X, horizontal bar = 0.01 mm

20KU x 5000 1U 918 04305 A10

d. Magnification = 5000X, horizontal bar = 0.001 mm

Figure 2.5. (continued)
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III. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE SIMPLIFIED MODEL

A. Calculation of Particle Surface Temperatures

According to the assumptions discussed in Chapter II, the model

can be formulated in terms of the one-dimensional heat conduction

equation in spherical coordinates [15]:

a 2 aT 2 aT
a -a7- (r -57) = r -aT

with initial conditions

T(r,O) = TB

and boundary conditions

T(0,t) = finite value

aT
(R,t) . -C1 T(R,t) + C

2ar

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

where the constants C
1
and C

2
in the second boundary condition are

yet to be determined.

Solution to Eq. (3.1) requires that the problem be considered a

superposition of two systems:

T(r,t) = T1(r,t) + T2(r,t)

System I:

Governing Equation

(3.5)

(3.6)



Initial Condition

Ti(r,O) = T
B

Boundary Conditions

T1(0,t) = finite value

aT

ar

1 (R,t) = -C
1
T

1 '

(R t)

System II:

Governing Equation

a
aT

2 2
aT

2t 2 )

a j r
at

Initial Condition

T2(r,O) = 0

Boundary Conditions

T2(0,t) = 0
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(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

aT
2

C
21

(R,t) = -C
I
[T

2
(R

'

0 - --.1 (3.13)
a=

l

The solution to System I is straightforward [29]:

2C
1
T
B
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n
2
t R2 an + (RC

1
- 1)

2

,
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'
0 -

r
e sin(Ran)sin(ran)

n=1 A
2
[I2

2
A
2

n
+ RC

1
(RC

1
- 1)]

n
(3.14)

where

RA
n
cot(RX

n
) + RC

1
- 1 = 0 , n = 1,2,3,... . (3.15)
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Likewise, the solution to System II is [29]:

C
2

2C
2
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n

2
t R

2
A
n

2
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2
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'
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1
(RC

1
- 1)]

n
(3.16)

Thus,

C
2

2(C
1
T
B
-C

2
) 00 -cant R

2
A
2
+(RC

1
-1)

2

T(r,t) = + 1 e sin(Ran)sin(ran)
C

1 n=1 A
2

n
[R

2
A
2

n
+RC

1
(RC

1
-1)]

(3.17)

This expression, when placed in nondimensional form and evaluated at

the particle surface (r=R) becomes:
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T-T
W
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T
W) 1

T
B
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B

RC
1

T
B

- 111;

T
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1
-

T
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00 -A
2
R
2
F
o

R
2
X
2
+ (RC1- 1)

2

+ 2(
n r n

]sin2(RAn).

1 - W n=1

L

R
2
X
2

n
(R

2
A
2

n
+RC

1
(RC

1
- 1))

TB
(3.18)

Since the number of terms required to evaluate the infinite

series becomes prohibitively large at small Fourier numbers (F0), a

short-time approximation was developed. The method followed was to

first transform the variables in Eqs. (3.6) through (3.13) according

to the relation:

v = rT (3.19)

which resulted in the following systems:



System I':

Governing Equation

a
2
vl av

1

art
at

Initial Condition

v1(r,0) = rT
B

Boundary Conditions

v1(0,t) = 0

av
1

v
1

(R,t) . -i-- C1v1

System II':

Governing Equation

a
2
v, av

2

2

a f-' .
ar

at

Initial Condition

v2(r,O) = 0

Boundary Conditions

v
2
(0,t) = 0

av
2

v
2

ar
(R,t) =

R
--- (1 RC

1
) + RC2 .
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(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)

The Laplace transform was then applied to each system and the results

were superimposed to yield:



where

RTB (RC
2
- T

B
RC

1
)tanh()/7

a
R)

Tr(R,$) -
s

+
1-RC,

s[i
a

( 1)tanh(
a

7- R)]
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(3.28)

177(R,$) = L {v(R,t)} . (3.29)

In the limit as time t approaches zero, the complex frequency s

becomes large and tanhli approaches unity. Thus,R)
a '

RT
B .1.

(RC
2-

T
B
RC

1
)

s
a

(3.30)

Application of the inverse Laplace transform to (3.30) and use of the

definition of v in (3.19) produced the desired short-time approxima-

tion for particle surface temperature:

RC
2

RC
T-T

W
1

2 7T
B

T
B-TW W R

2

1

T I
T
B

= (3.31)
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B. Linearization of the Particle Surface Boundary Condition

The particle surface constitutes a boundary between two domains

(solid particle and gas) which are linked by the following boundary

conditions (see Figure 3.1):

aT
4

-k -

s ar
(R,t,8) = k

g ax
--g- (d,t,a) + Fa[T4 (R,t,a) T

w
]

T(R,t,$) = T (d,t,a) .

(3.32)

(3.33)

Before the expression (3.32) can be linearized, the gas temperature

aT
gradient, _A must be determined in such a way that the assumptions

ax '

set forth in Chapter II, namely, variable gas thermal conductivity

and negligible gas heat capacity, are obeyed.

The governing equation for the gas domain is:

dT

(k
dx g dx

- 0

with boundary conditions:

T (0) = T

T (d) = T(R,t,a) .

Application of Kirchhoff's transformation [15],

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

T

1
g (3.37)

f k (T )dT ,

k
g T g g g
B B
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Figure 3.1. Details of the particle surface boundary condition



to the system resulted in the following relation:

T
g

T (R,t,13)

f
k g(T g)dTg

a= f k
g
(T

g
)dT

g
.

d
T
W

T
W
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(3.38)

Equation (3.38) could be evaluated once the functional

dependence of kg = kg(Tg) was specified. Air thermal conductivity

data from Kreith [62] was curve-fit using the least-squares method

over a temperature range from 365 K to 1365 K to obtain:

C
8

kg = C7Tg (3.39)

where C7 = 3.333x10-4 wim
K(1-1-c8)

C8 = 0.7626

with kg in watts per square meter and Tg in degrees Kelvin.

Substitution of Eq. (3.39) into (3.38) and subsequent differen-

tiation yielded:

aT C
8
+1 C

8
+1 -C

8
g- (d,t,B) - [T (R,t,B) - T ]T .

x d(C
1

8
+1)

Finally, the complete boundary condition could be given as:

aT , -Fd 4
C
7

C
8
+1

kit,t,$) T (R,t,B) T (R,t,B)
d(C

8
+1)k

s

C
8
+1

4
C
7
T
W

FaT
W

d(C
8
+1)k

s
k
s

(3.40)

(3.41)

Equation (3.41) was then linearized by expansion as a Taylor's

series about the bed temperature TB:
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C
8
+1 C

8T 83
(R,t,8) = [z 1TB4 + z2TB + z3] + [4z

1
T
B
+ (C8 +1)z2TB ](T-TB)

31-

where

7
C
8
-1

1
+ [12z

1
T
2
+ C

8
(C

8
+1)z

2
T
B

](T-T
B
)
2

+ higher order terms (3.42)

-Fa
zl k

s

-C
7

z
2 d(C

8
+1)k

s

C
8
+1

C
7
T
W

FaT
4

W
z +
3 d(C

8
+1)k

s
k
s

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

To obtain a linear relation, three terms of the Taylor's series were

telescoped to two terms by means of Chebyshev polynomials [28]. This

required definition of a telescoping parameter c to delimit the range

of temperatures T which were to be mapped onto the domain of the

Chebyshev polynomials (see Figure 3.2). The expression for this

mapping is:

T = T
B 2
+ (T

B
-T
W
X+ - 1) .1 (3.46)

By substituting expression (3.46) into (3.42) and noting the defini-

tions of the Chebyshev polynomials [28],

Ho = ct,c) = 1
(3.47)
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H1 . 1 . 0 (3.48)

(Ho+H2) = (I)

2
, (3.49)

the boundary condition (3.42) could be expressed as

where
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(3.50)

(3.51)

(3.52)

(3.53)

The telescoping process was completed by dropping the H2 term in Eq.

(3.50) and converting each remaining term back to the original

variable T. Thus,

aT
(R,t,$) = -C1T + C

29r

where
C

3
FaT

B
[4

C
7
T
B

T
)C

1 k
r - 1)]

s B
L4 + 6c1,-

1)]
dk

s
LI 2 8 T

B

(3.54)

(3.55)
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C. Computation of Nusselt Numbers

Five types of Nusselt numbers were identified. These were the

overall Stokes region Nusselt number, Nu_ , the time-averaged Stokes
Ys

region Nusselt number, Nu , the radiative Nusselt number, Nur, the
rsm

time-averaged radiative Nusselt number, Nurm, and the nominal

radiative Nusselt number, Nurn. Expressions for these Nusselt

numbers followed immediately from the dimensionless temperature as

given by Eqs. (3.18) and (3.31) and from the Nusselt number defini-

tion:

(q/a)d

Nu =
k*g (T

B
-T
W

)

(3.57)

The area, a, used in definition (3.57) was the total surface

area of the heat exchanger and not merely the Stokes region area.

Thus, the overall Stokes region Nusselt number was expressed as

2R 8T
Nu = f - k (R t" p

13)dA
p k*a(T -T ) s ar
s g B WA

P

which became

(3.58)

7/2
7 14' i; }sins da . (3.59)Nu

Ps /Iv 2 Of

{Rye +
T

]

B W W B

k
s

To calculate the radiative Nusselt number, Nur, an expression

for the radiative heat flux was required. This was obtained by

isolating the radiative terms in the expression for the particle

surface boundary condition, Eqs. (3.54) to (3.56):

." 8T
q
r

= -ks6d T)
radiative

= k
s
(C

IR
T - C

2R
)

(3.60)
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(3.61)

(3.62)

(3.63)

Time-averaged Nusselt numbers were based on a rectangular resi-

dence time distribution:

F

Nu =
1

f Nu dF .

Psm
F
o 0 ps

o

Thus,

(3.64)

w/2 Tw RC
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s
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The integration (3.67) was carried out analytically, yielding, from

Eq. (3.18),

(

RC
2 I

T
W)

LTB
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F 4 2 2 n
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4
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1
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B

and, for short times (Eq. (3.31)),
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2
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I
)

TB6? 1 +
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4
F
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(1-

T
w

T---)

(3.68)

(3.69)

Finally, the nominal radiative Nusselt number was based not on

the linearized heat flux but on the Stefan-Boltzmann law directly:

."q
rn

= Fa(T
4
- T

4
)

from which

(3.70)
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D. Calculation of Specific Parameters

Several of the parameters appearing in the above equations

require further elaboration. The parameter d, for instance, repre-

sents the distance from the particle surface to the contacting wall

along a perpendicular to that wall. A contact region was defined to

extend from the point of contact to a colatitude 6 at which the

separation distance for a contacting sphere is equal to the size of

the gas gap, 6:

a = sin-1 i2
R

(3.72)

Within this zone of contact,

d = 6 ,

and outside of the contact zone

(3.73)

d = R(1 - cos6) . (3.74)

The unit radiative conductance F was determined by assuming a

two-surface enclosure, noting that one of the surfaces was an

infinitesimal strip on the particle. Thus,

F- 1e
1

_____P + 1

c
p

F
dl -2

(3.75)

In actual calculations, the value of F determined at a colatitude of

8 = 45° was used for all colatitudes. This practice was found to

yield more accurate radiative Nusselt numbers than those obtained by
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allowing F to vary. The configuration factor Fdl_2 was evaluated

from expressions provided by Mahbod and Adams [68].

It should be noted that the short-time approximation is a

monotonically decreasing function of time. Thus, a maximum Fourier

number exists beyond which the dimensionless temperature would become

negative in violation of the second law of thermodynamics. This

Fourier number,

(T
W
/T

B
-1)

12F
o
max

- n[
2(RC

2
/T

B
-RC

1
)1

(3.76)

which is determined at the point of minimum particle to wall

distance, was found to be very close to the Fourier number at which

the short-time and long-time solutions were asymptotic.

It has also been mentioned that the telescoping parameter c was

allowed to vary according to colatitude. This variation was

necessary to assure that at each point the linearized particle sur-

face boundary conditions would specify zero heat flux at zero

dimensionless temperature, as demanded by the second law. Calcula-

tion of c was carried out numerically by means of Newton-Raphson

iteration [28].
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IV. VERIFICATION OF THE SIMPLIFIED MODEL

Nusselt number computations were performed on a Hewlett Packard

HP-86 microcomputer. Complete, documented program listings appear in

the Appendix.

Figure 4.1 compares the instantaneous local Stokes region

Nusselt numbers calculated according to the simplified model with

results of the complete Adams-Welty model [4] for the cold bed

case. Agreement is good in the lower Fourier number range, namely,

0.001 < Fo < 0.5. Similar conclusions apply to the time-averaged

Nusselt number, as shown in Figure 4.2.

Adams [4] calculated a complete emulsion phase Nusselt number in

order to test the predictions of the Adams-Welty model against cold

bed data of Catipovic [30]. He found good agreement for the case of

6.6 mm diameter dolomite particles (F0 = 0.0134) and a much poorer

match for 0.8 mm diameter sand (F0 = 3.45). Thus, agreement with the

calculations of Adams at a Fourier number of F
o

= 0.0134 constitutes

indirect experimental validation of the simplified model.

The larger Fourier numbers correspond to particles of smaller

diameter. Since both the simplified large-particle model and the

parent Adams-Welty model assume that only the first layer of parti-

cles contacting the immersed surface undergo temperature change, and

since this assumption breaks down at small particle diameters, it is

not surprising that Adams found discrepancies between the model's

predictions and the data for 0.8 mm diameter sand. For the same

reason, it is of no great concern that the simplified model deviates

from the Adams-Welty model at large Fourier numbers. Neither model,
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FOURIER NUMBER, Fo

Figure 4.1. Comparison of instantaneous particle convective Nusselt
numbers predicted by the simplified model with those of
the Adams-Welty model [4] under cold bed conditions
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FOURIER NUMBER, F0

Figure 4.2. Comparison of time-averaged particle convective Nusselt
numbers predicted by the simplified model with those of
the Adams-Welty model [4] under cold bed conditions
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in fact, may be valid in this range. The Adams-Welty model predicts

that Nusselt numbers approach a constant (steady-state) value at

large Fourier numbers due to heat conduction through the particles

from the constant temperature bed core. By contrast, the one-

dimensional conduction assumption in the simplified model precludes

any heat transfer from the bed core to the particle. Thus, the

simplified model predicts that Nusselt numbers approach zero, thereby

deviating from the Adams-Welty model at large Fourier numbers.

Direct comparison of the simplified model with experimental

results is difficult due to the lack of any data which separates the

particle convection from the gas convection components, and the lack

of information on particle residence times. One solution is to use

data obtained from flowing packed beds. At low flow velocities, the

interstitial gas in a flowing packed bed is expected to be stagnant

and the system therefore analogous to a fluidized bed without gas

convection.

Colakyan's data [36] for a packed bed of polyethylene beads

flowing vertically over a 22 mm diameter horizontal tube was compared

with predictions of the simplified model in Figure 4.3. As was

observed previously, agreement is good at low Fourier numbers (F0 <

3.0). Deviations at high Fourier numbers, although substantial, can

be explained by the invalidity of the single particle layer assump-

tion, by rolling of the particles on the immersed tube, and by

departures of real particle dynamics from the simplified inviscid

flow analogy which was used to estimate the time of particle contact
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with the cylinder. This calculation of particle Fourier number is

explained in Appendix B.

Confirmation of the simplified model for the case of high

temperature, large-particle fluidized beds was obtained by comparison

with the results of Mahbod [66] for the complete Adams-Welty model

with radiation. As indicated in Figure 4.4, agreement is good at low

Fourier numbers (F0 < 2). Radiative Nusselt numbers are compared in

Figure 4.5 with similar results. Closer agreement was obtained with

the nominal radiative Nusselt number (based on the Stefan-Boltzmann

law) than with the time-averaged radiative Nusselt number (based on

the linearized boundary condition), except at high Fourier numbers.

Mahbod [66] calculated total local time-averaged heat transfer

coefficients for 2.14 and 3.23 mm diameter Ione grain kaolin parti-

cles at 812 K and 1051 K. When compared with experimental data from

Alavizadeh [12], the agreement was found to be close, at least under

conditions where good fluidization was expected. Such conditions

prevailed at high fluidization velocities along the sides of the

immersed horizontal tube, but not at the upper or lower stagnation

points. Particle residence times, and hence the Fourier numbers used

in Stokes region calculatons, were estimated from the cold bed

hydrodynamic data of Catipovic [30]. Mahbod [66] estimated Fourier

numbers ranging from 0.01 to 1.25 and 0.008 to 1.0 for the 2.14 and

3.23 mm diameter particles, respectively, with the smaller values

applicable under high fluidization velocity conditions. Since it was

under the latter conditions that agreement with experiment was

obtained, and since the simplified large-particle model also agrees
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with the more complex calculations of Mahbod at Fourier numbers in

the low end of the range specified, Figure 4.4 can be construed to be

an indirect experimental verification of the simplified model for

high temperature gas-fluidized beds.

Dynamics of the simplified model were further elucidated by

means of a parametric study correlating time-averaged Stokes region

heat transfer coefficients,

h = Nu k*/d , (4.1)
P P g Psm sm

with particle diameter (dp), Fourier number (F0), and fluidization

velocity ratio (U/Umf). Particle residence times and bubble contact

fractions (f
o
) were interpolated from the results of Catipovic

[30]. A particle spacing ratio, s
P
/r

P'
of 1.12 was used, corre-

sponding to a local voidage of 0.55 (see Adams [7]).

Figure 4.6 illustrates that the heat transfer coefficient is

predicted to be a decreasing function of particle diameter if the

Fourier number is held fixed. In a real fluidized bed, however, the

Fourier number is expected to decrease with increasing particle

diameter and with increasing fluidization velocity ratio (U/Umf),

each of these actions causing a decrease in particle residence time.

When heat transfer coefficient is plotted against particle

diameter at constant fluidization velocity ratio, a local maximum is

observed (see Figures 4.7 and 4.8). This maximum represents a

balance between the depression of heat transfer coefficient at small

diameters due to long residence times and low particle thermal mass,

and the depression at large diameters due to long particle to wall
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Figure 4.7. Time-averaged particle convective heat transfer coeff i-
cient versus particle diameter for various fluidization
velocity ratios under cold bed conditions
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separation distances and large bubble contact fractions. For this

analysis, gas convection (and thus heat transfer through the bubble

phase) was assumed negligible, which permits use of an adjusted

Stokes region heat transfer coefficient, (1-fo)hpsm, to represent the

overall heat transfer rate.

Since real fluidized beds in the range of operation where

particle convection dominates are expected to show a monotonic

decrease in heat transfer coefficient with increasing particle

diameter (see Figure 2.2), Figures 4.7 and 4.8 can be interpreted as

indicators of the range of validity of the simplified model. That

is, only to the right of the local maximum is the model applicable.

This places the minimum allowable particle diameter in the range of

0.5 to 1.5 mm depending on fluidization velocity and bed tempera-

ture. This observation is in agreement with estimates of minimum

allowable particle diameter derived from other approaches, such as

the stipulation that the average particle thermal time constant be

much less than the residence time [40]. In general, smaller minimum

allowable diameters occurred at larger fluidization velocity ratios

(corresponding to smaller residence times).
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V. FLUIDIZED BEDS OF MIXED PARTICLE SIZE

A. Study of Fluidized Bed Particle Variability

To date, all single particle models of fluidized bed heat

transfer have treated the particles as perfect spheres of some mean

radius. Several investigators have eliminated the need to test this

assumption by choosing to compare their predictions with experimental

data from fluidized beds consisting of uniformly sized glass or

plastic beads or metal shot [e.g., 25]. However, in many industrial

applications (most notably the fluidized bed coal combustor), the

particles will, in fact, be highly irregular in shape and size, and

may even change shape over time [82]. In Figure 5.1, for example,

are some photographs of Ione grain kaolin particles from the Oregon

State University high temperature fluidized bed facility as they

appear under a scanning electron microscope.

The traditional spherical particle assumption is made because of

the mathematical difficulties inherent in performing heat transfer

calculations on nonspherical geometries, and because almost no

information exists about the shape and shape variability of real

particles. The present investigation seeks to address the spherical

particle assumption by asking two related questions. First, do con

ventional estimators of average particle radius and particle shape

variability give a realistic picture of the particles in a sample?

Secondly, does the use of a single average particle radius (deter

mined either by conventional or by other means) in a heat transfer

calculation yield the same results as the use of a distribution of

particle radii?
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1000U 914 04305 A10

Figure 5.1. Ione grain particles as viewed through the scanning

electron microscope: shape variability of randomly
selected particles taken from a 3.23 mm nominal
diameter sample. Magnification = 11X, horizontal

bar = 1 mm.
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Figure 5.1. (continued)
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To examine the first of these questions, a sample of Ione grain

particles having a nominal average diameter of 3.23 mm was analyzed

to determine its particle size distribution.

First, a conventional shaker-screen analysis was performed.

Briefly, this involved sorting a weighed sample of particles through

a series of screens of progressively decreasing grid aperture and

calculating the fraction of the total weight retained by each

screen. The average particle diameter was then determined as follows

(see Kunii and Levenspiel [64]):

1
-

p
-

(f/d )
P

(5.1)

where d = average particle diameter

d = average diameter of the ith fraction (the average of the

grid sizes of the screen retaining the ith fraction and

the next screen size larger)

f = proportion of the total sample in the ith fraction

The resulting size histogram is given in Figure 5.2.

Average particle diameters reported in the literature are almost

invariably determined via shaker-screen analysis. However, the

validity of using such average diameters, uncorrected, for heat

transfer calculations is not fully known. In fact, it is not the

largest particle dimension but the second largest which determines

whether a given particle will pass through a given screen [27]. By

contrast, heat transfer rates in fluidized beds are, according to the

single particle model, determined not by maximum dimensions but by
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the local curvature of a particle where it makes contact with the

heat exchanger surface. Thus it was desired to measure particle

radius of curvature distribution in a more direct fashion.

For this measurement, an Intellidex Vision System was used.

Individual particles were placed under a video camera which projected

an enlarged image of the particle on the display of a Compaq micro-

computer. The image was then digitized, the screen resolution being

238 vertical by 256 horizontal pixels, and the projected particle

area as well as the coordinates of all points on the periphery of the

image were recorded in data files. This was done for 196 particles

selected at random from the same sample used in the shaker-screen

analysis. Random orientation of the particles under the video camera

was achieved by placing them on a slotted foam block capable of sup-

porting them at any angle.

Radius of curvature histograms were generated from these data

files in two ways. First, the radius was calculated from the

projected particle area:

/ Area x C
3

r =
P w

where r
P
= average particle radius

C
3
= factor to convert area in (pixels) 2 to area in m 2

(5.2)

Then, as before, an average radius, r
'',

for the histogram was deter-

mined from Eq. (5.1). An average radius was also obtained from Eq.

(5.20) of Section C (the utility of Eq. (5.20) will be discussed in

that section).
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Although the histogram resulting from this method (see Figure

5.3) resembles the shaker-screen histogram in shape, the average

radius of r = 1.87 mm obtained here differs from the shaker-screen
P

average radius of r
P

= 1.47 mm by 27 percent.

The second means for determining a radius of curvature histogram

was to take the points on the periphery of the particle image three

at a time and calculate the radius of a circle passing through these

three points [37]:

abc 1/2
r = [d(d-a)(d-b)(d-c)]
p 4

a
[(x2-x1)

2

+ (Y2-371)

2

]

1/2

b = [(x
3
-x

2
)
2

+ (y 3 y
2
)
2

]

1/2

c [(x3-x1)

2

+ (Y3 Y1)
2

]

1/2

1
d =

2
(a+b+c)

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

where xk and yk, k = 1, 2, and 3, are the coordinates of the point Pk

converted from pixels to meters.

The points used in each triad were not adjacent but were

separated by a number of intervening points specified in the computer

program. Triads were selected moving clockwise around the image from

the topmost point. This method, unlike the foregoing, was capable of

identifying regions having infinite (flat) or negative (concave)

radii of curvature. The sign of the local radius was determined by

checking the cross product of the two vectors making up each half of

the triad:
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(5.8)

(5.9)

Three histograms resulting from this method of calculation

appear in Figures 5.4 to 5.6. Citing, for example, Figure 5.5, the

shape of the histogram in the 1.0 to 3.0 mm range is similar to that

of the histograms from the projected area and shaker-screen

methods. However, significant numbers of radii in the large positive

(r = 7.45 mm) and negative size classes combine to make the average

radius = 2.08 mm from Eq. (5.20)) notably large.
p

The point triad method, since it provides information on local

radius of curvature, would seem the most appropriate estimator for

heat transfer purposes. However, several problems conspire to make

the point triad histogram difficult to interpret.

The first concern is the point spacing (i.e. the number of

intervening data points between points in the triad). The closer the

point spacing, the greater the number of large and negative radii

that are found.

The second concern is the error that occurs when point spacing

is small. Test runs using calibrated circular printed dots indicated

that a minimum point spacing of 40 was required to keep the calcu-

lated radius within a 3 percent error of the known dot radius. This

error is apparently due to a combination of digitization error and

the fact that the radius calculation algorithm does not have "curve

smoothing" properties.
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Thus, the sizes of the large radius and negative radius

fractions are dependent on the point spacing, a quantity for which

there appears no rational means to choose. This is unfortunate

because, as will be mentioned below, the heat transfer coefficients

predicted by the simplified large-particle model change considerably

with changes in the sizes of these fractions.

Extreme caution must be taken, however, when interpreting a

histogram generated by the point triad method. Does, for instance, a

statement that 20.5 percent of the radii fell into the 7.45 mm radius

size class indicate extensive regions (20.5 percent of the particle

surface) of large radius of curvature? Or does it indicate the

presence of numerous small, local flat spots interspersed with local

spots of smaller radius? Examination of the particles themselves

tends to favor the latter explanation (see Figure 5.1). However, the

model to be developed in the following section requires a size histo-

gram for which the former description is valid. Therefore, it is

recommended that the histograms generated by the point triad method

not be used for heat transfer calculations. They can nevertheless

have value as indicators of particle shape variability. Hence their

inclusion in this report.

Finally, in answer to the first of the questions posed at the

beginning of this section, it appears that the conventional shaker-

screen determination of size variability does give a realistic

picture of the distribution of particle sizes. The histograms

generated by all three methods, even the point triads, were not sig-

nificantly different in form. However, the average radius obtained
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does depend on the method used. In addition, shape variability is

expected to affect heat transfer in ways that are difficult to

quantify. Thus, there are no grounds to say which average radius is

the more "appropriate" other than by comparison of model predictions

with experimental data. Levenspiel [65], for instance, recommended

that average diameters obtained via shakerscreen analysis be

adjusted by weighting factors the values of which were estimated from

knowledge of particle shape. These weighting factors were entirely

of empirical origin.
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B. Heat Transfer Models for Mixed Particle Size Fluidized Beds

To develop a model of heat transfer in mixed particle size

fluidized beds, it was first necessary to create an idealized

particle geometry. Particle shape variability, unlike size

variability, is exceedingly difficult to quantify. A conventional

measure of shape variability is sphericity, tps, defined as follows

[65]:

s
= A

s
/A

p
, 0 < ()

s
< 1 (5.10)

where Ap = surface area of real particle

A
s

= surface area of a sphere having the same volume as the

real particle.

Sphericity is not easy to determine since it requires knowledge

of the particle surface area. Methods have been developed for in-

direct surface area measurement based on the rates of surf ace -

dependent chemical reactions for some particles such as quartz sand

[57]. However, two particles of very different shape can have the

same sphericity. Thus, knowledge of the sphericity is of little

value for the purpose of heat transfer calculation.

In view of the lack of a reliable means to quantify particle

shape variability and the randomness evident in the shape of real

particles, it was not possible to invent a typical particle shape

that would include the radius of curvature data gleaned from the size

histograms. For this reason, and for mathematical expediency, it was

determined to base the mixed particle size heat transfer model on an

extension of the model for single spherical particles.
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The first version of the model simply treated a sample of parti-

cles as a collection of variously sized spheres. A particle

convective Nusselt number was calculated once for each size class.

The mean radius for the individual class was used as the particle

radius, but the significant length scale used to define the Nusselt

number was the average diameter for the entire size histogram. The

same ratio of average particle spacing to radius (sp/rp) was used for

all size classes. Then, once a Nusselt number had been calculated

for all size classes, an average Nusselt number was produced based on

the frequency of each class:

Nu = Nu
i
f
i

where Nu = average Nusselt number for the sample

Nu
i
= Nusselt number for the ith size class

(5.11)

fi = proportion of the total sample in the i th class.

The above model, although straightforward to use, could not

account for the possibility of negative or infinite (flat) radii in

the size histogram. Thus, a second model was developed in which the

particles were considered to be spherical segments for conduction

calculation purposes, but were more idealized in overall geometry.

Each particle was assumed to have an extent equal to the average

radius determined for the entire size histogram. However, the shape

taken by the particle representing each size class was dependent on

the class radius as portrayed in Figure 5.7. For the case of small

positive radii (Figure 5.7a), the usual Stokes region conduction
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Figure 5.7. Particle geometry for the spherical segment model
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calculations were performed on the hemispherical portion in contact

with the wall. Those parts of the particle lying between the class

radius r and the average radius r were not specified in shape and

were allowed to exchange heat with the wall only by radiation. This

caused the Nusselt number determined for the hemispherical portion to

be augmented by the following quantity:

2
1-e (s

p
/r

p
)

,

TW,4 ,p 11
Nu = [1 JIAT

B
e
p

-add 2F
B-W 1 - (r /r )

P P

3
1-e

h7 -1

ar
p
T
B

e
W

2(1 -
T

T
W

kg

B

(5.12)

Equation (5.12) considers the unspecified region of the particle to

be at the bed core temperature and to have a radiating area, Anet,

equal to its projected area:

-2 2
net = w(r

P
- r

P
) (5.13)

In practice, the view factor FB_W was taken to be the same as that

calculated for the hemispherical portion at a colatitude of 45°.

Heat transfer calculations for size classes having large posi-

tive radii were identical to those specified for the Stokes region of

complete spheres except that the calculations were carried out only

to a colatitude %lex where

-
0
max

= sin
-1

(r
P
/r

P
)

(see Figure 5.7b).

(5.14)
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Size classes having negative radii of curvature were also

modeled as spherical segments extending to the average radius. For

small negative radii (see Figure 5.7c), the average height of a

hemispherical cavity was used as the particle to wall separation

distance, d, in the conduction equations for small colatitudes:

d = = 2 r
3 p

-
for 0 < B < sin

-1
(r

P
/r

P
)

-
d = rp (1 - cosB) for sin

1
(r

P
/r

P
) < B < w/2 .

(5.15)

(5.16)

Likewise, an average separation distance was determined for

large negative radii (Irpl > r ) according to the equation (see

Figure 5.7d)

d = Ir I 14:2.)2- ri
(..i.2)2]1/2r2rf2.)2+

3 _ ) L L

rp
)

(5.17)

for all colatitudes, 0 < B < x/2. Equation (5.17) represents the

average height of a spherical cap.

Thus, the spherical segment model for mixed size particles made

use of the formulation developed for particle convection in fluidized

beds of uniformly sized spheres by modifying the range of colatitudes

over which the integration was carried out and modifying the form of

the particle to wall separation distance equation:

d = f($,r
P P

) . (5.18)

As with the perfect sphere model, the weighted average of the Nusselt

number calculated for each size class was obtained (see Eq.
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(5.11)). All Nusselt numbers were defined with the average histogram

diameter as the significant length scale.

Fourier numbers were also adjusted for each size class calcula-

tion, based on the assumption that all particles in a given fluidized

bed experience the same average residence time. Thus,

F
o

= F (r
p
/r

p
)
2

class
o

where F
o

is the Fourier number based on the average particle

(5.19)

radius, r for the entire size histogram while F is the
P' °class

Fourier number used in computations for the size class of radius

r .

P
Calculations on negative radius size classes were performed with

F = F
o

.

'class
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C. Results of the Mixed Particle Size Models

It may be possible to invent a heat transfer model for fluidized

beds of mixed particle size that makes fewer idealizing assumptions

about particle shape and conduction equation geometry than the two

models discussed in the foregoing section. However, the models pre-

sented here have the advantage of being easy and inexpensive to

apply. The final program version (see Appendix) required about'80

minutes of run time on the HP-86 microcomputer to perform a complete

analysis on a size histogram consisting of ten size classes.

In order to test the effects of variation of particle size on

heat transfer calculations, several size histograms were invented.

These consisted of Gaussian distributions (see Figure 5.8a) of two

average radii and three different standard deviations for each radius

as shown in Table 5.1. In addition, a bimodal distribution (see

Figure 5.8b) was used, and runs were made for the real particle

histograms generated as described in Section A of this chapter. More

detailed information concerning these histograms appears in the

Appendix (see Tables A.14-A.22).

Particle convective Nusselt numbers calculated by means of the

perfect sphere model were found not to differ significantly from

those produced by the spherical segment model (see Figure 5.9). This

allowed full attention to be focused on the latter model, which was

applicable to histograms with negative radius classes.

The effect on the Nusselt number of changing the standard

deviation of a Gaussian distribution was weak, except when doing so

resulted in the formation of negative radius size classes. The
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Figure 5.8. Generalized Gaussian and bimodal Gaussian distributions
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Table 5.1. Histogram data for Figures 5.8 to 5.12.

Figure Type

No. of
Size

Classes

Mean
Radius,(1)
F (mm)

Standard
Deviation,(2)

s.d. (mm)

5.9 experimental 8 1.543 0.3313
(shaker-screen,
Figure 5.2)

5.10 single radius 1 1.5 0

Gaussian 9 1.5 0.3645
Gaussian 9 1.5 0.6074
Gaussian 9 1.5 1.822

5.11 single radius 1 2.5 0

Gaussian 9 2.5 0.3645
Gaussian 9 2.5 0.6074
Gaussian 9 2.5 1.822

5.12 bimodal 10 2.0 0.5410
single radius 1 2.0 0

Gaussian 5 1.5 0.2067
Gaussian 5 2.5 0.2067

5.13 single radius 1 1.543 0

single radius 1 1.927 0

experimental 8 1.543 0.3313
(shaker-screen,
Figure 5.2)

experimental 7 1.927 0.3484
(prof. area,
Figure 5.3)

Notes: (1) rp = f
i
(r

p
)
i

-2 1/2
(2) s.d. = [1 f

i (r p)i
2
- rp
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presence of negative radii caused an inflation of the predicted

Nusselt number at all Fourier numbers (see Figures 5.10 and 5.11).

When the Gaussian distribution was represented by a single average

radius, the resulting Nusselt numbers were slightly higher than those

calculated from the spherical segment model for the distribution,

except when that distribution contained negative radii.

Similar conclusions apply to the bimodal Gaussian distribution

(see Figure 5.12). For small Fourier numbers (F0 < 0.1), heat

transfer coefficients calculated separately for the lower half and

the upper half of the distribution fell above and below,

respectively, those coefficients determined for the total distribu-

tion. When the distribution was represented by a single average

radius, the heat transfer coefficients were slightly higher than

those predicted by the spherical segment model.

Heat transfer calculations were also made for the two experi-

mental histograms of Figures 5.2 and 5.3. Values predicted for the

shaker-screen histogram (Fp = 1.543 mm) were slightly higher than

those computed for the projected area histogram (r = 1.927 mm). In
P

each case, as with the Gaussian and bimodal distributions, replace-

ment of the distribution by a single average radius caused the

predicted heat transfer coefficients to increase by a factor on the

order of 10 percent (see Figure 5.13).

All of the above tests were carried out for the high temperature

case using the material properties of kaolin Ione grain particles.

The test conditions are summarized in the Appendix (Tables A.8-

A.12). Twenty intervals were used in the numerical integrations.
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Heat transfer coefficients rather than Nusselt numbers were examined

in Figures 5.12 and 5.13 to eliminate the effect of using a different

average diameter as the significant length scale in the Nusselt

number calculations to be compared. Average particle radii were

calculated according to the formula

r = f (r ).
P P 1

(5.20)

rather than Eq. (5.1). This allowed the spread (i.e., standard

deviation) of the Gaussian distributions to be varied without

changing the average radius used in the heat transfer calculations.

In real histograms such as those shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, the

average radius defined by Eq. (5.20) differs from that determined

according to (5.1) by less than 5 percent.

Verification of the spherical segment model, and thus confirma-

tion of the above observations, is impeded by a lack of any

systematic experimental studies on fluidized beds of mixed particle

size in the large-particle range. A few such studies do exist, how-

ever, for the small-particle range.

Biyikli and Chen [19] measured total heat transfer coefficients

in binary mixtures consisting of 0.300 and 0.850 mm diameter glass

beads in various proportions. At all fluidization velocities they

observed an increase in heat transfer coefficient with increasing

proportion of the smaller particles in the mixture. Heat transfer

coefficient was a decreasing function of both the mean particle

diameter and the fluidization velocity.
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The results of an analysis of binary mixtures of glass particles

using the spherical segment model are shown in Figure 5.14. Heat

transfer coefficients (adjusted to account for the bubble fraction)

increased with fluidization velocity ratio and either increased or

decreased with mean particle diameter depending on the fluidization

velocity. Furthermore, these heat transfer coefficients were in most

cases considerably smaller than those measured by Biyikli and Chen.

This study, rather than verifying the spherical segment model,

provided yet another demonstration that the simplified particle

convection model is not valid in the small-particle range.
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D. Discussion of Results

Four observations are possible regarding the simplified particle

convection model and its extension as the spherical segment model for

mixed particle size. First, at moderate radii, the smaller the

radius the larger the Nusselt number or heat transfer coefficient

under given fluidization conditions (see Figures 4.6-4.8). Secondly,

the presence of size classes containing very large (> 7 mm) or nega-

tive radii caused the spherical segment model to produce inflated

Nusselt numbers. Both of the above observations are explained by the

small particle to wall separation distance predicted by the spherical

segment model, and consequent small thermal resistance, under the

conditions named. From the latter observation it can be concluded

that the spherical segment model is not adequate to calculate heat

transfer from size histograms which include fractions having radii of

curvature that are negative or large in magnitude.

A third item of note is that the method used to define the

particle size distribution does affect the heat transfer predic-

tions. Larger heat transfer coefficients resulted from the shaker-

screen histogram than from the projected area histogram due to the

smaller average diameter calculated by the former method.

Finally, the practice of basing heat transfer calculations on an

average particle radius was seen to result in slightly higher values

of predicted heat transfer coefficient than those expected from the

mixed size model. Thus, noting that predicted heat transfer

coefficients increase with decreased particle size, the average

particle radius is apparently smaller than the radius appropriate for
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use in particle convective and radiative heat transfer calculations

according to the simplified model.

Discrepancies between results obtained with a radius histogram

and those obtained with a single average radius were small,

however. In fact, as much discrepancy existed (about 10 percent)

between the results obtained by the two different methods of

measuring the average radius (shaker-screen versus projected area).

From this, it could cautiously be concluded that the use of an

average particle radius does not introduce large errors into the

analysis.

However, without experimental verification of the spherical

segment model in the large-particle range, questions regarding how to

best determine the average particle radius and whether a convention-

ally determined average radius, unadjusted, is appropriate for heat

transfer calculations remain unresolved.

Some controversy exists concerning the answer to these questions

for the case of small-particle mixtures as well. Pitts et al. [75]

measured heat transfer coefficients in a fluidized bed of glass beads

having a bimodal size distribution with one peak at 0.127 mm and the

other at 0.050 mm diameter. They found that the experimental heat

transfer coefficients were consistently underpredicted by three

empirical correlations developed for beds of narrow particle size

distribution. However, when an effective particle diameter somewhat

smaller than the weight mean diameter was used, the correlations

proved more accurate [75]. A similar observation was made by Golan

et al. [55] who noted that heat transfer in fluidized beds containing
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wide blend mixtures was dominated by the small-particle component and

was relatively insensitive to the weight mean average. However, fine

particles alone exhibited depressed heat transfer rates, probably due

to excessive bed expansion, and concurrent reduction in particle

density, in the absence of large particles. By contrast, Biyikli and

Chen commented that the discrepancies between measured heat transfer

coefficients and those calculated from empirical correlations are not

significantly worse for beds of mixed particle size than for beds of

uniformly sized particles [19].

Certainly, the local bed hydrodynamics and the particle arrange-

ment geometry near an immersed surface are not the same in a bed of

mixed particle size as they are when the particles are of one size

only. Voidage, for example, has been shown to contract sharply in

binary mixtures if the diameter ratio is less than 0.6 [76]. The

small particles then occupy the interstitial spaces between large

particles and the heat transfer surface. This may explain why in

some cases the heat transfer rate was observed to depend

predominantly on the small-particle fraction [55,75]. The simplified

particle convection model generally underestimated the contribution

of small particle fractions due to the single particle layer assump-

tion. By restricting heat transfer calculations to one layer of

particles, the available thermal mass, and hence the duration of the

thermal transient, were underpredicted for small particles, leading

to depressed time-averaged heat transfer coefficients.

The minimum fluidization velocity has also been observed to

change significantly in particle mixtures [35], and in some cases is
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difficult to define [19]. Small particles may fluidize in the inter-

stitial spaces and segregate into the upper regions of the bed long

before the large particles are completely fluidized [19,86]. This

consideration makes prediction of particle residence time from

available studies (e.g., [30]) uncertain.

The spherical segment model was not designed to incorporate

these particular voidage and hydrodynamic effects. However, conclu-

sions regarding the model's adequacy await the availability of data

from large-particle fluidized beds of mixed particle size.
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VI. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Mathematical modeling of heat transfer in gas-fluidized beds has

proceeded from simple continuum models of the type originally pro-

posed by Mickley and Fairbanks [71] to the detailed single particle

model of Adams and Welty [4]. Recently, efforts to simplify the

complex Adams-Welty calculations have been made. The rewards of this

endeavor are a greater understanding of the physics of fluidized bed

heat transfer and easier, more accessible analytical models of large-

particle beds. First efforts focused on the gas convective component

[5]. The current study sought to complete the task by presenting a

simplified treatment of the particle convective (transient conduc-

tion) and radiative components.

The simplified analytical model was shown to be valid over the

same range of particle size and fluidization velocity for which the

complete Adams-Welty model was applicable. The relative ease of

computation using the simplified model led to its use as a tool to

investigate the effects of particle size variability on heat transfer

calculations. From the latter study, it was observed that using a

single average radius to represent a mixed sized sample results in

slight inflation of the heat transfer coefficient due to particle

convection and radiation according to the model. The validity of

using the average radius obtained from a sample via shaker-screen

analysis for heat transfer calculations was not settled, although the

anticipated errors from such a practice are likely to be small.

Development of the simplified single particle model is here

considered complete. However, the potential applications of the
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model to the study of fluidized bed phenomena have not been

exhausted, nor have all of the questions posed in this study been

answered to satisfaction. Therefore, the following recommendations

for future exploration are proposed.

1. A novel means to determine the radius of curvature

histogram for real particles is needed. Ideally, the

three-dimensional nature of the particles would be

taken into account, and local curve smoothing would

be performed to give a realistic picture of particle

curvature on a scale relevant to heat transfer calcu-

lations.

2. An improved model for beds comprised of mixed parti-

cle sizes is needed. Such a model would require

realistic ways to handle negative and large magnitude

radii of curvature, and would account for the

existence of small particles in the interstices

between large particles.

3. A model of the gas convective component in fluidized

beds of mixed particle size is also needed. Develop-

ment of a gas convection model would allow compari-

sons with experimental data from mixed size beds to

be made.

4. Direct experimental measurement of instantaneous,

local heat transfer coefficients in high temperature

large-particle fluidized beds by means of fast

response probes would eliminate the necessity of
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estimating the residence times for calculation pur-

poses. Some of the discrepancies between predicted

and observed heat transfer coefficients, particularly

at locations such as the upper and lower stagnation

points on an immersed tube, are undoubtedly due to

insufficient knowledge about particle residence times

and local voidage.

5. A systematic experimental study of heat transfer in

beds of mixed particle size in the large-particle

range would allow experimental evaluation of the

spherical segment model or others like it. Such a

study would ideally include controlled mixtures of

uniformly sized particles and the instrumentation

necessary to obtain instantaneous local heat

transfer, voidage, and residence time measurements.
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APPENDIX A

DETAILED TABULATIONS OF RESULTS, CONDITIONS, AND SIZE HISTOGRAMS

Tables A.1-A.13 provide detailed information on the results

reported in the text, as well as specific values of parameters used

in the calculation of those results. Detailed listings of the radius

of curvature histograms used in Chapter V are given in Tables A.14-

A.22.
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Table A.1. Summary of results presented in Figure 4.1.

Hypothetical case at low temperature

Bed conditions:

Tw = 294 K

TB = 326.7 K

I = 0.0265 W/mK

ks = 2.65 W/mK

r
P

= 1.5 mm

e
P
= 0.8

ew = 0.7

o = 3.5 pm

Numerical data:

s
P
/r

P
= 1.27

x
s
/s

p
= 1.0

kg */k
s = 0.01

Tw/TB = 0.9

F
o

Nu
Ps

Adams-Welty Model [4] Simplified Model

0.001 14.3 14.0

0.01 12.6 12.6

0.1 11.0 10.2

1 9.66 6.00

10 6.03 1.81
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Table A.2. Summary of results presented in Figure 4.2.

Air-sand system at low temperature

Bed conditions:

Tw = 358.7 K s
P
/r

P
= 1.12

T
B
= 294 K xs/sp = 1.0

kg = 0.0275 W/mK kg/ks = 0.0157

ks = 1.75 W/mK Tw/TB = 1.22

r = 1.5 mm

E
P
= 0.8

ew = 0.7

6 = 3.5 pm

a = 1.30x10-8 m2/s

Numerical data:

Fo

(x /s ) Nu
s P Psm

AdamsWelty Model [4] Simplified Model

0.001 18.4 18.4

0.01 15.9 16.4

0.1 14.0 13.9

1 12.2 9.11

10 8.81 3.67
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Table A.3. Summary of results presented in Figure 4.3.

Flowing packed bed of polyethylene beads at low temperature
over a horizontal cylinder of diameter Dc = 22 mm

with zero gas velocity [36]

Bed conditions:

Tw = 383 K
TR = 294 K
kg X = 0.0283 W/mK

k
s
= 0.329 W/mK

r = 0.8 mm
= 0.8ep

ew = 0.7
6 = 3.5 pm
a = 1.555x10-7 m2

/s

Numerical data (from Colakyan [36]):

sn/rn = 1.12
xrs /sr = 1.0

kg/ks
p

= 0.0860
Tw/TB = 1.30

Linear solids Residence Simplified
velocity, us time, t") h model

(m/s) (s) F
o(2) (W/m2K) Nu(3) Nun

rsm

.00073 57.5 14.0 39 2.20 .686

.0035 12.0 2.92 63 3.56 2.64

.0039 10.8 2.62 65 3.67 2.84

.0045 9.32 2.26 68 3.84 3.12

.0049 8.56 2.08 59 3.34 3.28

.0052 8.07 1.96 59 3.34 3.40

.0106 3.96 .962 80 4.52 4.89

.0118 3.56 .865 77.8 4.40 5.12

.015 2.80 .680 75 4.24 5.64

.015 2.80 .680 76 4.30 5.64

.01504 2.79 .678 81 4.58 5.64

.02 2.10 .510 86 4.86 6.25
- 1.4 - - 4.09

1.6 3.81
4.0 2.11

- 6.0 1.51
8.0 1.17
10.0 - .951

Notes: (1) Residence times determined from us by an inviscid flow
analogy (see Appendix B)

(2) at

o
r
p

(3) Nu -

2hr

k*
g
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Table A.4. Summary of results presented in Figure 4.4.

Ione grain (kaolin)-air system at high temperature [66]

Bed conditions:

Tw = 373 K

TB = 1273 K

k* = 0.0557 W/mK

k
s
= 1.59 W/mK

rp = 1.5 mm

Cr

ex.7

=

=

1.0

0.7

6 = 3.5 um

a = 5.89x10-7 m2/s

Numerical data:'

s
P
/r

P
= 1.12

x
s
/s

p
= 0.893

kg/ks = 0.035

Tw/TB = 0.293

(x /s ) Nus p p
sm

Fo Adams-Welty Model [66] Simplified Model

0.001 18.6 18.2

0.01 15.7 16.4

0.1 12.5 13.4

1 9.44 8.51

10 8.13 2.07
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Table A.5. Summary of results presented in Figure 4.5.

Ione grain (kaolin)-air system at high temperature [66]

Bed conditions:

Tw = 373 K

TB = 1273 K

k*
g

= 0.0557 W/mK

ks = 1.59 W/mK

rp = 1.5 mm

ep = 1.0

ew = 0.7

IS = 3.5 um

a = 5.89x10-7 m2/s

Numerical data:

s
P
/r

P
= 1.12

x
s
/s

p = 0.893

kg/ks = 0.035

Tw/TB = 0.293

F
o

Adams-Welty
Model [66]

Nu
r

Simplified Model

Nurm Nurn

0.001 6.76 4.74 5.90

0.01 5.96 4.71 5.53

0.1 4.95 4.64 4.62

1 3.80 4.11 1.66

10 2.95 2.17 0.0095
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Table A.6. Summary of results presented in Figure 4.6.

Ione grain (kaolin)-air system at two different bed temperatures

Cold bed conditions:

Tw = 359 K

TB = 294 K

kg * = 0.0275 W/mK

ks = 1.38 W/mK

a = 6.36x10-7 m2/s

Hot bed conditions:

Tw = 373 K

TB = 1273 K

k*
g

= 0.0557 W/mK

ks = 1.65 W/mK

a = 5.89x10-7 m2/s

kg/ks = 0.02

Tw/TB = 1.22

kg/ks = 0.0338

Tw/TB = 0.293

Other bed parameters (for both temperatures):

c
P

= 0.8

cw = 0.7

d = 3.5 pm

Numerical data:

s
P
/r

P
= 1.12

xs/sp = 0.893

h , W/m2K

d
P2

mm

rsm

Fo = 0.001 Fo = 0.1 Fo = 1

cold
bed

hot
bed

cold
bed

hot
bed

cold
bed

hot
bed

0.37 927 1770 845 1530 602 1020

0.5 727 1400 644 1160 448 772

1.0 408 815 340 650 226 415

2.0 239 500 179 369 115 234

3.0 166 369 121 271 78.1 173

4.0 126 297 92.2 221 59.5 141

5.0 102 254 74.7 191 48.4 122
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Table A.7. Summary of results presented in Figures 4.7 and 4.8.

Ione grain (kaolin)-air system at two bed temperatures
and three fluidization velocity ratios

Cold bed conditions:

Tw = 359 K kg./kc = 0.02
TR = 294 K TVTi3 = 1.22
k4i = 0.0275 W/mK
kg = 1.38 W/mK
a = 6.36x10-7 m2/s

Hot bed conditions:

Tw = 373 K

TB = 1273 K
k* = 0.0557 W/mK
ks = 1.65 W/m4
a = 5.89x10' m /s

kit/ks = 0.0338

Tw/TB = 0.293

Other bed parameters (for both temperatures):

s /r = 1.12e
P

= 0.8
P p

cw = 0.7 xs/sp = 0.893
= 3.5 um

Numerical data:

U/Umf = 1.4

F(2)
0

hn , W/m2k
rsm

dp,

mm
t,(1)

s

cold
bed

hot
bed (l_fo)(1)

cold
bed

hot
bed

.37 2.50 43.0 46.5 .742 48.8 64.0

.5 2.26 21.3 23.0 .728 66.7 91.9
1.0 1.33 3.13 3.38 .672 99.7 177

2.0 .671 .395 .427 .620 87.7 184

3.0 .516 .135 .146 .592 68.3 155

4.0 .360 .0530 .0572 .564 55.5 133

5.0 .204 .0192 .0208 .536 47.0 119

Notes: (1) Residence times, t, and emulsion contact fractions,

(1-fo), interpolated from data of Catipovic [30]

(2) at

o 2
r
p
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Table A.7. (Continued)

U/Umf = 3.0

F (2) h , W/m2k
Psm

dp,

mm
t,(1)

s

cold

bed
hot

bed (1-f0)(1)
cold

bed

hot

bed

.37 .600 10.3 11.1 .640 135 202

.5 .565 5.32 5.75 .626 144 232
1.0 .431 1.02 1.10 .574 126 237
2.0 .337 .198 .214 .527 84.6 177
3.0 .319 .0835 .0902 .505 62.1 140
4.0 .300 .0442 .0477 .483 48.4 116
5.0 .281 .0265 .0286 .461 39.3 99.6

U/Umf = 4.9

F(2) h W/m2k
Psm'

dp,

mm

t,(1)

s

cold

bed

hot

bed (1-f0)(1)
cold
bed

hot
bed

.37 .440 7.57 8.18 .611 156 240

.5 .424 4.00 4.32 .600 158 261
1.0 .365 .860 .929 .556 128 241
2.0 .322 .190 .205 .517 83.5 175
3.0 .311 .0814 .0879 .499 61.5 139
4.0 .300 .0442 .0477 .480 48.1 115
5.0 .281 .0265 .0286 .461 39.3 99.6

Notes: (1) Residence times, t, and emulsion contact fractions,
(1-f0), interpolated from data of Catipovic [30]

(2) F =
at

0
r
2
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Table A.8. Summary of results presented in Figure 5.9.

Ione grain (kaolin)-air system at high temperature

Size histogram used: shaker screen (see Figure 5.2)

r = 1.543 mm
P

Bed conditions:

s.d. = 0.3313 mm

Tw = 373 K sp/rp = 1.12

TB = 1273 K xs/sp = 0.893

k*
g

= 0.0557 W/mK 4/ks = 0.035

ks = 1.59 W/mK Tw/TB = 0.293

e
P

= 0.8

ew = 0.7

d = 3.5 um

a = 5.89x10-7 m2/s

Numerical data:

Nu.n
rsm

F
o

Perfect Sphere
Model

Spherical Segment
Model

0.001 18.8 18.3

0.01 17.8 16.3

0.1 14.5 13.1

1 9.14 8.00

10 2.36 2.05
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Table A.9. Summary of results presented in Figure 5.10.

Ione grain (kaolin)-air system at high temperature

Size histograms used:

r ,

P
mm

s.d.,
mm

Gaussian #1 (Table A.14) 1.5 .3645

Gaussian #2 (Table A.15) 1.5 .6074

Gaussian #3 (Table A.16) 1.5 1.822

Bed conditions:

Tw = 373 K sp/rp = 1.12

TB = 1273 K xs/sp = 0.893

kg 0.0557 W/mK k*
g g

/k
s

= 0.035

k
s
= 1.59 W/mK Tw/TB = 0.293

e
P
= 0.8

ew = 0.7

6 = 3.5 pm

a = 5.89x10-7 m2
/s

Numerical data:

Fo

Nun
r-sm

s.d. = 0 s.d. = .3645 s.d. = .6074 s.d. = 1.822

0.001 19.8 18.2 18.7 32.4

0.01 17.8 16.2 16.6 27.2

0.1 14.5 13.0 13.3 22.3

1 9.19 7.92 8.04 14.2

10 2.31 2.03 2.07 3.92
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Table A.10. Summary of results presented in Figure 5.11.

Ione grain (kaolin)-air system at high temperature

Size histograms used:

rp,

mm
s.d.,
mm

Gaussian #4 (Table A.17) 2.5 .3645

Gaussian #5 (Table A.18) 2.5 .6074

Gaussian #6 (Table A.19) 2.5 1.822

Bed conditions:

Tw = 373 K s
P
/r

P
= 1.12

TB = 1273 K xs/sp = 0.893

k* = 0.0557 W/mK 4/ks = 0.035

ks = 1.59 W/mK Tw/TB = 0.293

e = 0.8

ew = 0.7

= 3.5 pm

a = 5.89x10
-7 m2

/s

Numerical data:

F
o

Nun
rsm

s.d. = 0 s.d. = .3645 s.d. = .6074 s.d. = 1.822

0.001 22.7 20.9 20.7 25.6

0.01 20.6 18.8 18.5 22.4

0.1 17.1 15.3 15.0 18.2

1 10.8 9.37 9.14 11.2

10 2.34 2.20 2.24 2.85
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Table A.11. Summary of results presented in Figure 5.12.

Ione grain (kaolin)-air system at high temperature

Size histograms used:

Gaussian #7
Gaussian #8
Bimodal

Bed conditions:

r ,

mm
s.d.,

MM

(Table A.20) 1.5 .2067

(Table A.21) 2.5 .2067
(Table A.22) 2.0 .5410

Tw = 373 K sp/rp = 1.12
TB = 1273 K xs/sp = 0.893

k* = 0.0557 W/mK Wks = 0.035
ks = 1.59 W/mK

= 0.8

Tw/TB = 0.293
ep

ew = 0.7
d = 3.5 pm
a = 5.89x10-7 m2/s

Numerical data:
Gaussian #7 Gaussian #8

F
(1)

F
(1)

h
(2)F

o
h
(2)

o
norm psm

o
norm psm

0.001 0.000563
0.01 0.00563
0.1 0.0563
1 0.563

10 5.63

344 0.00156
308 0.0156
249 0.156
153 1.56
38.6 15.6

239
216
177

109
24.7

Fo F
(1)
o
norm

h
(2)

sm

r = 2.0 mm

s .d . = 0 Bimodal

0.001 0.001
0.01 0.01
0.1 0.1

1 1

10 10 32.5 29.0

296 264
267 235

220 188

139 113

Notes: (1) F = F
o
(r

p
/r
norm

)
2
where rnorm 2.0 mm

o
norm

/

(2) h
Psm

in W/m
21e
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Table A.12. Summary of results presented in Figure 5.13.

Ione grain (kaolin)-air system at high temperature

Size histograms used:

r ,

P s .d .,

mm mm

Shaker screen (Figure 5.2) 1.543 .3313
Projected area (Figure 5.3) 1.927 .3484

Bed conditions:

Tw = 373 K

TB = 1273 K
k*
g

= 0.0557 W/mK

ks = 1.59 W/mK
cp = 0.8
ew = 0.7
6 = 3.5 pm
a = 5.89x10-' m2/s

Numerical data:

sp/rp = 1.12
xs/sp = 0.893
kg */k

s = 0.035
TW /TB = 0.293

h , W/m2K
Psm

r = 1.543 mm
(1) P shaker

F
o F

o
s.d. = 0 screen

norm

0.001 0.001 359 331

0.01 0.01 323 295
0.1 0.1 264 237

1 1 167 144

10 10 41.8 37.1

h, W/m2K
vsm

r = 1.927 mm
(1) P projected

F
o

F
o

s.d. = 0 area

norm

0.001
0.01
0.1

1

10

0.00156 304 281

0.0156 274 251

0.156 226 202

1.56 143 124

15.6 33.7 30.7

_
Notes: (1) F

o
= F

o
(r

p
/r
norm

)
2
where rnorm = 1.543 mm

norm
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Table A.13. Summary of results presented in Figure 5.14.

Binary mixtures of glass beads fluidized in air at low temperatures

Size histograms:

Percent Percent
T.

(1)
.850 mm .300 mm P

,

s.d., (2)

Diameter Diameter mm mm

100 0 .425 0

81.82 18.18 .375 .1061
60 40 .315 .1347
52.73 47.27 .295 .1373
40 60 .260 .1347
0 100 .150 0

Bed conditions:

Tw = 383 K

TB = 294 K
kg * = 0.0283 W/mK

k
s
= 1.2 W/mK

c
P

= 0.8

ew = 0.7
6 = 3.5 pm
a = 5.5x10-7 m2/s

Numerical data:

U/Umf = 1.4

r ,

P
mm

t,(3)
s Fo

s
P
/r

P
= 1.12

xs/sp = 0.893

kA/ks = 0.0236
Tw/TB = 1.30

(1-f0)(3)

(1-fn) h ,

ram

W /m2K

.425 1.61 4.90 .689 96.1

.375 1.80 7.04 .700 74.7

.315 2.02 11.2 .713 62.1

.295 2.09 13.2 .718 58.0

.260 2.22 18.1 .725 50.0

.150 2.63 64.3 .750 38.8

Notes: (1) il-

P
= 1 f

i
(r

P 1
).

.

i

-21(2) s.d. = (1 fi(rp)i rpj
1/2

i

(3) residence time, t, and emulsion contact fraction, (1-f0),

interpolated from data of Catipovic [30]
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Table A.13. (Continued)

U/Umf = 3.1

t,(3)
(1-f ) h0 psi:at

_
r ,
P

mm S F
0 ( 1-f0)( 3) W /m2K

.425 .459 1.40 .569 138

.375 .484 1.89 .578 129

.315 .514 2.85 .588 130

.295 .524 3.31 .592 130

.260 .542 4.41 .598 128

.150 .558 14.4 .617 129

U/Umf = 8.3

r ,

P
mm

t,(3)

s Fo (1-10)(3)

(1-f ) h0 psm,

W /m2K

.425 .383 1.17 .588 141

.375 .395 1.54 .598 135

.315 .409 2.27 .611 140

.295 .414 2.62 .615 142

.260 .422 3.43 .623 143

.150 .448 11.0 .646 149

Data interpolated from Biyikli and Chen [171:

_ h, W/m2K
rp,

mm U/U)= 1.7
mf

U/Umf = 3.6 U/Umf = 6.0

.425 167 158 149

.375 180 170 154

.315 209 200 182

.295 232 221 201

.260 252 233 221

.150 280 267 258

Notes: (1) T = / f (rp 1).T1 ir 1

-2
(2) s.d. = (1 f.(r ).

2
r
p

)
1/2

1 p 3.

i

(3) residence time, t, and emulsion contact fraction; (1-f0),

interpolated from data of Catipovic [30]

(4) Assumes Umf = 0.42 m/S, which is the value for pure
samples of .850 mm particles



Table A.14. Size histogram of Gaussian distribution #1
(see Table A.9 and Figure 5.10)

Class
Radius
rp, mm

Proportion,
f
i

1 .7000 .0259

2 .9000 .0635

3 1.100 .1229

4 1.300 .1830

5 1.500 .2094

6 1.700 .1830

7 1.900 .1229

8 2.100 .0635

2.300 .0259

Average radius(1) , r = 1.500 mm

Standard deviation(2), s.d. = .3645 mm

Notes: (1) rp = f,(rp)i
i

-2
(2) s.d. = (I f,(rp)i

2
- rp)

1/2

130
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Table A.15. Size histogram of Gaussian distribution #2
(see Table A.9 and Figure 5.10)

Class
Radius Proportion,
rp , mm f

i

1 .1667 .0259

2 .5000 .0635

3 .8333 .1229

4 1.167 .1830

5 1.500 .2094

6 1.833 .1830

7 2.167 .1229

8 2.500 .0635

9 2.833 .0259

Average radius(1), r = 1.500 mm

Standard deviation(2), s.d. = .6074 mm

Notes: (1)
P

= 1 f (r
P

)

-2
(2) s.d. = (1 f

i (r p)i
2

- rp)
1/2
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Table A.16. Size histogram of Gaussian distribution #3
(see Table A.9 and Figure 5.10)

Class
Radius Proportion,
rp, mm f

i

1 -2.500 .0259

2 -1.500 .0635

3 -.5000 .1229

4 .5000 .1830

5 1.500 .2094

6 2.500 .1830

7 3.500 .1229

8 4.500 .0635

9 5.500 .0259

Average radius"), r = 1.500 mm

Standard deviation(2), s.d. = 1.822 mm

Notes: (1) rp = 1 f
i
(r

p
)
i

-2 1/2
(2) s.d. = (1 f

i(r p) i

2
- rp)



Table A.17. Size histogram of Gaussian distribution #4
(see Table A.10 and Figure 5.11)

Class
Radius
r , mm

Proportion,
f
i

1 1.700 .0259

2 1.900 .0635

3 2.100 .1229

4 2.300 .1830

5 2.500 .2094

6 2.700 .1830

7 2.900 .1229

8 3.100 .0635

9 3.300 .0259

Average radius(1) , r = 2.500 mm
P

Standard deviation (2)
, s.d. = .3645 mm

Notes: (1) r = 1 f (r )

P i P ii

-2)
(2) s.d. = (1 fi(rp)i

2
- rp)

1/2

i
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Table A.18. Size histogram of Gaussian distribution #5
(see Table A.10 and Figure 5.11)

Class
Radius
r , mm
P

Proportion,
f.
i

1 1.167 .0259

2 1.500 .0635

3 1.833 .1229

4 2.167 .1830

5 2.500 .2094

6 2.833 .1830

7 3.167 .1229

8 3.500 .0635

9 3.833 .0259

Average radius(1) , r = 2.500 mm
P

Standard deviation(2), s.d. = .6074 mm

Notes: (1) r
p

= 1 f (r
p i

)

i
i

-2 1/2
(2) s.d. = (1 f

i (r p)i
2

rp)
i

134
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Table A.19. Size histogram of Gaussian distribution #6
(see Table A.10 and Figure 5.11)

Class
Radius Proportion,
rp, mm f

i

1 -1.500 .0259

2 -.5000 .0635

3 .5000 .1229

4 1.500 .1830

5 2.500 .2094

6 3.500 .1830

7 4.500 .1229

8 5.500 .0635

9 6.500 .0259

Average radius"), rp = 2.500 mm

Standard deviation(2), s.d. = 1.822 mm

Notes: (1)
P

= fi(rp)i

-2
(2) s.d. = (2 f (r ).

2
- r

p
)
1/2

ipi
i
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Table A.20. Size histogram of Gaussian distribution #7
(lower half of bimodal distribution -
see Table A.11 and Figure 5.12)

Class
Radius Proportion,
rp, mm fi

1

2

3

4

5

1.100 .07225

1.300 .2438

1.500 .3674

1.700 .2438

1.900 .07225

Average radius"), T. = 1.500 mm
P

Standard deviation(2), s.d. = .2067 mm

Notes: (1) r
P

= 1 f
i
(r

p
)
i

i

-2 1/2
(2) s.d. = (1 f

i
(r
p

)
i

2
- r

p
)

i
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Table A.21. Size histogram of Gaussian distribution #8
(upper half of bimodal distribution -
see Table A.11 and Figure 5.12)

Class
Radius Proportion,
r
P,

mm f
i

1

2

3

4

5

2.100 .07255

2.300 .2438

2.500 .3674

2.700 .2438

2.900 .07255

Average radius"), r = 2.500 mm

Standard deviation(2), s.d. = .2067 mm

Notes: (1) T = f
i
(r

p
)
i

-2 1/2
(2) s.d. = (1 f

p)

2
- rp)
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Table A.22. Size histogram of bimodal Gaussian distribution
(see Table A.11 and Figure 5.12)

Class
Radius
rp , mm

Proportion,
f
i

1 1.100 .03628

2 1.300 .1219

3 1.500 .1837

4 1.700 .1219

5 1.900 .03628

6 2.100 .03628

7 2.300 .1219

8 2.500 .1837

9 2.700 .1219

10 2.900 .03628

Average radius"), r = 2.000 mm

Standard deviation(2), s.d. = .5410 mm

Notes: (1) = f (r ).
p i p 1

-2
(2) s.d. = (1 f

i (r p)i
2

- rp)
1/2
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APPENDIX B

ESTIMATION OF FOURIER NUMBERS IN FLOWING PACKED BEDS

Calculation of Nusselt numbers in flowing packed beds required

estimation of the average time of particle residence on the immersed

horizontal tube from linear solids velocity data. The time necessary

for particle transit of a distance equal to the tube diameter in slug

flow,

t = D /u ,

c s
(B.1)

forms a lower limit to this residence time. Real particles, however,

will exhibit residence times in excess of this value due to friction

and the influence of the tube on local flow patterns.

For the present investigation, friction was neglected and the

particles were assumed to flow in a manner analogous to the motion of

an inviscid fluid about a cylinder. From the stream function

equation,*

2,
is = u

s
(r -

R
---) sins ,
r (B.2)

streamlines can be constructed as shown in Figure B.1 by setting *s

equal to a constant value, K. Equation (B.2) can then be rearranged

to yield r as a function of 0:

K K ,2 2
r -

2u
s
sin$

+ (
2u

s
sin$

j + R

*see R.H.F. Pao, Fluid Dynamics, Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc.,
Columbus, OH, pp. 237-238.

(B.3)
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streamlines

1

linear
solids
velocity,
u
s

0 115 m

bed particle
d = 1.6 mm

p

Figure B.1. Streamlines in the inviscid flow analogy for flowing
packed beds
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If a particle is situated at the upstream stagnation point,

there is one streamline that will be tangent to the particle surface

(see Figure B.1). For 1.6 mm diameter particles and a 22 mm diameter

tube, this is the streamline for which Ips/us = K/us = 0.131814 and

the point of tangency, in polar coordinates, is (r,8) = (12.1804,

3.08288). Particle residence times were estimated by calculating the

time of transit along this streamline from the point of tangency men-

tioned above to a symmetrical position near the downstream stagnation

point.

In polar coordinates, the velocity components are:

vr = us (1 - R
2
/r

2
) cos8

vo = -us (1 + R
2
/r

2
) sins

with total velocity

i(v2 v2

r 0

= /1 + (R/r)
4
- 2 (R/r)

2
cos28 .

(B.4)

(B.5)

(B.6)

For motion along a streamline, differentiation of Eq. (B.2) with

Ips = K yields

dr (R
2
- r

2
) cos$

d8 2rsin8 - K/us

and the differential arc length is

(B.7)

(B.8)
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Finally, transit time can be calculated by integration, noting

ds
v =

dt

and, therefore,

r

t = j
2 ds

ai

where 81 = 3.08288 and
82 01.

(B.9)

(B.10)

The integral (B.10) was evaluated by Simpson's rule (using 32

intervals) to determine the values of residence time listed in

Table A.3.
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APPENDIX C

COMPUTER CODES

Contained in this section are complete, documented listings of

the significant computer programs used in this study.
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SPHERICAL SEGMENT MODEL PROGRAM (PR69)
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Read data files from diskette:
Radius of curvature s. SIZE( , )

Eigenvalue table---4,array M( , )

Define system parameters, bed conditions and number of intervals used for numerical
integration (NI).

V
Determine and print r (REAR) and s.d. (SDEV)

Print radius of curvature histogram

Calculate average configuration factor (for a colatitude of 45°): FAVE
(Subroutine 43 used)

yes

Read size class radius (REALR) j

Print frequency weighted
overall Nusselt numbers and
heat transfer coefficients

Determine:
Radius used for calculation (R)
Max. colatitude for calculation (BMAX)
Extent of contact zone (BLIM)
Ratio of contact zone particle to wall

separation distance to particle radius (DELTA)
Angular increment (DB)

Subroutines:

51. Interpolation for
eigenvalues

52. Augmentation of Nusselt
numbers for 0<r <r

P p

43. Configuration factor
calculation

Calculate telescoping parameter (SCOP( , )) at each colatitude

Calculate max. Fourier number for validity of the small-time approximation (FOMAX)

Calculate radiation augmentation factor (NUADD) for 0<rp

Read Fourier number (FOAVE) and number of terms used in the long-time summation
(TERMS); calculate adjusted Fourier number (FO)

Complete (long-time interval) solution:
Calculate eigenvalues (first time through

only): LP( , )

Calculate instantaneous and time-averaged
dimensionless temperatures from summation
(TDIM( ), TDMM( ))

Calculate integrands
Integrate and print out Nusslet numbers
(Subroutines 41, 42, and 43 used)

Small-time approximation:
Calculate instantaneous and time-averaged dimensionless temperatures

(TDIM( ), TDMM( ))
Calculate integrands
Integrate and print out Nusselt numbers
(Subroutines 52 and 53 used)

Figure C.1. Program block diagram for spherical segment model

calculations
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10 REM ******* PAUL. D. BAKFE. 08/26/85. FLUIDIZED BED PROJECT *******
20 REM
30 PRINT "PRE'?"
40 PRINT
50 REM THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE PARTICLE-CONVECTIVE COMPONENT OF HEAT
60 REM TRANSFER TO SURFACES IMMERSED IN LARGE-PARTICLE GAS-FLUIDIZED BEDS
70 REM AT HIGH AND LOW TEMPERATURES, ASSUMING A PARTICLE RADIUS OF CURVATURE
80 REM DISTRIBUTION GIVEN IN A DATA FILE.
90 REM
1u0 REM THE TELESCOPED MODEL IS USED (BOTH THE COMPLETE FORM AND SMALL-TIME
110 REM APPROXIMATION) WITH VARIABLE TELESCOPING PARAMETER. OPTIONAL
12u REM VARIABLE RADIATION CONFIGURATION FACTOR AND A CONTACT GAP.
130 REM
140 REM NEGATIVE RADII OF CURVATURE ARE ALLOWED.
150 REM THIS VERSION ADJUSTS ALL FOURIER NUMBERS FOR EQUAL RESIDENSE TIMES
160 REM AND DEFINES THE EDGE OF THE PARTICLE AT THE AVERAGE RADIUS.
170 REM
18o REM
190 DISP "ENTER NAME OF SIZE HISTOGRAM FILE:" @ INPUT F$
200 REM FIRST 8 EIGENVALUES OF 1-M3tCot(M) =RCI TABULATED IN FILE D19M8
210 REM AND STORED IN ARRAY M(,).
220 REM SIZE DISTRIBUTION HISTOGRAM STORED IN ARRAY SIZE(,):
230 REM SIZE(0.0)=NUMBER OF SIZE CLASSES,
240 REM SIZE(I.0)=RADIUS OF CURVATURE, CLASS *I
250 REM SIZE(I,1)=FREOUENCY. CLASS *I
260 ASSIGN* 1 TO "D19M8"
270 ASSIGN* 2 TO F$
280 DIM M(5(),8),LP(100,8),T(100),TRAD(100),T00(100).TOORAD(100),TRADN(100)
290 DIM SCOF(100),TDIM(100),TDMM(100).RC1(100),RC2RTB(100).RC2TB(100)
300 DIM RR(1o0),SIZE(10,1),NUPS(10,1).NUPSM(10,1),NURAD(1u,1),NURADM(10.1)
310 DIM NURADN(10,1)
320 READ* 1 M(,)
330 READ* 2 ; SIZE(,)
340 ASSIGN* 1 TO *

350 ASSIGN* 2 TO *

360 REM
370 REM FRACTION-WEIGHTED OVERALL NUSSELT NUMBERS ARE STORED IN
380 REM ARRAYS NUPS(I,0).NUPSM(1.0),NURAD(1,0),NURADM(I,0) AND NURADN(I,0).
390 FOR I=1 TO 10
400 NUPS(I,O)=0 NUPSM(1,0)=0 NURAD(1,0)=o @ NURADM(I,0)=0 @ NURADN(I,O)=0
410 NEXT I
420 REM
430 REM DEFINITION OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS:
440 DEBUG=1 8 REM PARAMETERS ARE PRINTED IF DEBUG<)0
450 SMALL=.0001
460 SIGMA=.00000005729 ,D REM STEFAN-BOLTZMANN CONSTANT
470 E=.0000035 REM CONTACT GAP SIZE
480 KR=.035 @ REM KO/Ks
490 TW=373 8 REM Tw=WALL TEMP.
500 TB=1273 8 REM Tb=BED TEMP.
510 TR=TW/TB 8 REM Tw /Tb
520 TWTB=TW/(TB-TW) 8 REM Tw/(Tb-Tw)
530 C7=3.332991306E-4 8 REM Kg=C7*Tg'C8 IN Watts/m'2/K
540 C8=.7625793129
550 KSTAR=C7*((TW+TB)/2)-C8 @ REM Kg*=GAS CONDUCTIVITY AT FILM TEMP.
560 kSOL=KSTAR/KR @ REM Ks=SOLID CONDUCTIVITY
570 C7kS=C7/KSOL REM C7/Ks
580 SRBAR=1.12 a) REM RATIO OF PARTICLE SPACING/AVERAGE RADIUS
590 PHI=1 REM CONTACT GAP MULTIPLIER
800 Erlb=.W 4) REM PARIILLE EM166IVIIY
610 EMSWAL=.7 y REM WALL EMISSIVITY
620 PRERR=SIGMA*TB-3/KSOL 5 REM RADIATION PARAMETER/UNIT RAD. COND./RADIUS
630 REM
640 DISP "INPUT NUMBER OF INTERVALS FOR CALCULATION:"
650 INPUT NIA REM NUMBER OF ANGULAR INTERVALS
660 REM
670 REM DETERMINATION OF AVERAGE RADIUS OF CURVATURE AND STD. DEVIATION:
680 REM
690 SUM=0 SUMSU=u
700 FOR 1=1 TO SIZE(0,0)
710 SUM=SUM+SIZE(I,0)*SIZE(I,1)
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720 SUMSO=SUMSO+SlZE(I.1)*SIZE(I,0) 2
730 NEXT I
740 RBAk=SUM @ REM AVERAGE PARTICLE RADIUS OF CURVATURE
750 SDEV=SOR (SUMSU-SUM '2) @ REM STD. DEVIATION
760 PRINT USING 77() ; F$,RbAh.SDEV
778 IMAGE /,"Histogram File: ".10A,/,"Average Radius of Curvature = ".D.DDDE,/."
Standard Deviation = ".D.DDDE//."Size:",7X,"Freq.:"
780 FOR 1=1 TO SIZE(0.0)
790 PRINT USING 830 ; SIZE(1.0).SIZE(I.1)
800 NEXT I
810 PRINT "Number of size classes =";SIZE(0.0)
820 PRINT
830 IMAGE D.DDDE.2X,D.DDDE
840 IF DEBUG=0 THEN 910
850 PRINT "PSOL="0,SOL:" C7FS=";C7KS;" KSTAR=":lSTAR;" PHI=";PHI
860 PRINT "TW=";TW;" TB=";TB;" TH=";TR;" i.R=";),R
870 PRINT "C7=";C7;" C8=";CG;" SRBAh="03RBAR
880 PRINT "TWTB=";TW1B;" SIGMA=";SIGMA
890 PRINT "SMALL=";SMALL;" E=";E
900 PRINT "EMS=";EMS;" EMSWAL=";EMSWAL;" PRERR=";PRERR
910 REM
920 REM CALCULATION OF AVG. CONFIG. FCTR.:
930 EI=F1 /4 @ REM AVERAGE TAKEN AT 45 DEGREES
940 SR =SRBAR
950 GOSUB 3900 REM CONFIG. FCTR. SUBROUTINE
960 FAVE=F
970 REM
980 REM BEGINNING OF CALCULATION LOOP:
990 REM
1000 FOR CLASS=1 TO SIZE(0.0)
1010 REALR=SIZE(CLASS.0) @ REM RADIUS OF CURVATURE
102u LAR=0 @ REM SEE BELOW
1030 R=REALR
1040 IF REALR, v THEN R=RBAR
1050 REM RRR=Tb'34(01(R/Ks
1060 RRR=PRERR*R
1070 DELTA =E /R @ REM CONTACT GAP SIZE/RADIUS OF CURVATURE
1080 IF REALRO THEN 1170
1090 REM NEGATIVE RADIUS OF CURVATURE
1100 LAR=-(REALR/RBAR)
1110 IF -REALH,RBAR THEN DELTA=(2*(-(REALR/RBAR)))/3 GOTO 1140
1120 DELTA=(2*LAR'2+1)*SOR (1-1/LAR''2)
1130 DELTA=(2*LAR 2-DELTA)*LAR/3
1140 BLIM=PI /2
1150 IF -REALR-'RBAR THEN BLIM=ASN (-(REALR/RBAR))
1160 GOTO 1180
1170 BLIM=ASN (21SOR (DELTA/2)) @ REM CONTACT REGION LIMIT ( RADIANS)
1180 BMAX=PI /2 .1 REM COLATITUDE (RADIANS) AT EDGE OF HYPOTHETICAL PARTICLE
1190 IF RBAR,R THEN BMAX=ASN (RBAR/R)
1200 SR=SRBAR*RBAR/R ,D REM PARTICLE SPACING/RADIUS
1210 Z10=PI /I R/SR`2
1220 REM Z20=PI*0*R*(Tb-Tw)'3/(Kg**(Sp/R) '2)
1230 Z20=RRR*PI *(1-TR) 3/KR/SW2
1240 DB=BMAX/NI @ REM ANGULAR INCREMENT (RADIANS)
1250 REM
1260 REM CALCULATION OF TELESCOPING PARAMETER AT EACH ANGULAR POSITION:
1270 REM SCOP ()=TELESCOPING PARAMETER
1280 REM USEFUL TEMP. RANGE IS FROM Tb 10 Tb-SCOP*(Tb-Tw)
1290 REM
1300 FOR 1 =0 TO NI
1310 DISP "T-";NI-I
1320 D=I*DB @ REM COLATITUDE (RADIANS)
1330 GOSUB 3890 (.1) REM CALCULATE CONFIG. FACTOR
1340 PR=PHERR/((1-EMS)/EMS+1/F)
1350 PRR=PR*TB
1360 DSTA=PHI*DELTA*R REM PARTICLE TO WALL DISTANCE, CONTACT ZONE
1370 IF REALRe0 THEN DSTA=DSTA/PHI
1380 IF B'= BLIM THEN DSTA=(1-COS (B))*R .D REM " " .OUTSIDE CONTACT ZONE
1390 Z1=C7KS*TErT8/DSTA
1400 Z2=Z1*TB/(C8+1)
1410 SCOP(I)=0 REM FIRST GUESS
1420 REM NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATION TO CALCULATE SCOP FOR dT/dr=0 AT T=Tw:
1430 C1=PR*(4+6*SCOP(I)*(TR-1))
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1440 C1=C1 iZ1*(1+SCOP(I)*CE4*(TR-1)/2)
1450 C2=PRR*(7.+TR-4+6*SCOP(I)*(TR-1)+.75*(SCOP(I)*(TR-1)) -2)
1460 C2=C2+Z2*(C8+TR-(C8+1)+C8*(C8+1)*SC0P(I)*(TR-1)/2+C8*(C8+1)*(SCOP(1)*(TR-1)
/4)'2)
1470 DC1DZ=PR*(6*(TR-1))+21*(C8*(TR-1)/2) 1) REM dCl/d(SCOP)
1480 DC2DZ=PRR*(6*(TR-1)+1.5*SCOP(I)*(TR-1)-2) REM dC2/0(SCOP)
1490 DC2DZ=DC2DZ+Z2*C8*(C8+1)*(TR-1)*(.5+SCOP(I)*(TR-1)/8)
1500 0=-(C1 *TW)+C2
1510 SCOP(I)=SCOP(I)-(0/(-(DC1DZ*TW)+DC2DZ))
1520 IF ABS (0)>SNALL THEN 1430
1530 NEXT I

1540 IF DEEIUG*0 THEN 1560
1550 FOR 1 =0 TO NI 0 PRINT "S=";1*DB;" SCOP=";SCUP(I) Q NEXT I

1560 REM
1570 REM CALCULATION OF MAXIMUM FOURIER No. FOR VALIDITY OF THE
1560 REM SMALL-TIME APPROXIMATION:
1590 REM (DETERMINATION OF FO FOR TDIM=0 AT CONTACT POINT)
1600 IF REALR).0 THEN 0=0 @ DSTA=PHI*DELTA 8 GOTO 1650
1610 IF -(REALR/RBAR))..923077 THEN 0=0 8 DSTA=DELTA 8 GOTO 1650
1620 REM MIN. PARTICLE TO WALL DISTANCE OCCURS AT EDGE OF CONTACT ZONE:
1630 0=INT (BLIM/DB)+1
1640 DSTA=1-COS (0*D8)
1650 8 =0*D8
1660 GOSUB 3890 @ REM CALCULATION OF CONFIG. FCTR.
1670 RR(0)=RRR/((1-EMS)/EMS+1/F)
1680 L=C7KS*TB-C8/DSTA
1690 RC1R=RR(0)*(4+6*SCOP(0)*(TR-1))
1700 RC1(0)=L*(1+SCOP(0)*C8*(TR-1)/2)+RC1R
1710 REM RC2R/Tb:
1720 RC2RT8(0)=(3+TR'4+6*SCOP(0)*(TR-1)+.75*(SCOP(0)*(TR-1)).'2)*RR(0)
1730 RC2TB(0)=RC2RTB(0)+L/(C8+1)*(C8+Tfr(C8+1)+C8*(C8+1)*SCOP(0)*(TR-1)/2+C8*(C8
+1)*(SCOP(0)*(TR-1)/4)-2) 8 REM RC2/Tb
1740 FOMAX=((TR-1)/2/(RC2TB(0)-RC1(0)))-'2*P1
1750 REM
1760 REM CALCULATION OF FACTOR ADDED TO NUSSELT NUMBERS IF R<RBAR:
1770 NUADD=0
1780 IF REALR<0 THEN GOTO 1810
1790 IF R<RBAR THEN GOSUB 4060
1800 REM
1810 IF DEBUG=0 THEN 1870
1820 PRINT "RRR=";RRR;" DELTA=";DELTA;" BLIM=";BLIM;" BMAX=";BMAX
1830 PRINT "Z10=";Z10;" 220=";Z20;" DB=";DB;" PR=";PR
1840 PRINT "PRR=";PRR;" Z1=";Z1;" Z2=";Z2;" SR=";SR
1850 PRINT "NUADD=";NUADD;" FAVE=";FAVE
1860 PRINT "R=";R;" REALR=";REALR;" LAR=";LAR
1870 PRINT USING 1880 ; REALR.SIZE(CLASS.1),FOMAX,NI
1880 IMAGE !"******* Radius =".D.DDDE.2X,"Fraction in class=".D.DDDE/"Max. Four;
er No. +or Approx.:",2'x,D.UUDE,4x,U1,8," Intervals used
1890 REM
1900 REM CALCULATION OF NUSSELT NUMBERS:
1910 REM
1920 REM FOURIER NUMBERS FOR CALCULATION S NUMBER OF TERMS IN SUMMATION:
1930 DATA .001,8,.01,8,.1,8,1,8,10,8,0,0
1940 RESTORE 1930
1950 EVFLAG=0 8 REM EIGENVALUE SUBROUTINE FLAG
1960 COUNT=0 @ REM FOURIER NUMBER COUNTER
1970 READ FOAVE,TERMS@ REM FUAVE= FOURIER NUMBER BASED ON RBAR,
1980 REM TERMS=NUMBER OF TERMS USED IN SERIES SUMMATION FOR COMPLETE MODEL
1990 FO=FOAVE*(RBAR/R)'.2 I> REM FO=FOURIER No. FOR RES. TIME EQUIVALENCE
2000 COUNT=COUNT+1
2010 IF F0=0 THEN 2030
2020 IF FO>F0MAX THEN 2840 ELSE 2220
2030 NEXT CLASS
2040 REM
2050 REM END OF CALCULATION LOOP. PRINT-OUT OF FINAL RESULTS:
2060 REM
2070 RESTORE 1930
2080 PRINT 1 PRINT "Frequency-weighted Overall Nusselt Numbers:"
2090 LBJ=KSTAR/2/RBAR a) REM CONVERSION FACTOR, No TO H
2100 FOR 0=1 TO COUNT-1
2110 READ FO,TERMS
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2120 PRINT USING 2130 ; FO,NUPS(0,0),NUPSM(0.0),NUPSM(0,0)/SRBAR,NURAD(0,0),NURA
DM(0,0),NURADN(Q,0)
2130 IMAGE /"Fo=",D.DDDE.2X,"NUps=",D.DDDE,2X,"NUpsm=",D.DDDE/"Xs/Sp*NUpsm=",D.D
DDE,2X,"NUr=",D.DDDE,2X,"NUrm=",D.DDDE,2X,"NUrn=",D.DDDE
2140 PRINT "Hps=":NUPS00,0)*LBJ;" Hpsm=";NUPSM(0,0)*LBJ
2150 PRINT "xs/Sp*Hpsm=";NUPSM(11,0)*LBJ/SRBAR;" Hr=";NURAD(0,0)*LBJ;" Hrm=";NURA
DM(0,0)*LBJ;" Hrn=";NURADN(0,0)*LBJ
2160 NEXT 0
2170 END
2180 REM
2190 REM SUBROUTINES: ***** **** *****- ***** **MI **4111$

2200 REM
2210 REM SMALL-TIME APPROXIMATION:
2220 81=0
2230 IF DELTA=0 THEN 81=1 0 T(0)=0 @ 100(0)=0 0 TRAD(0)=0 0 TOORAD(0)=0
2240 REM CALCULATION OF INTEGRAND VALUES:
2250 FOR U=B1 TO NI
2260 B=0*DB @ REM COLATITUDE (RADIANS)
2270 GOSUB 3890 0 REM CALCULATION OF CONFIGURATION FACTOR
2280 RR(0)=RRR/((1 -EMS)/EMS+1/F) 0 REM RR(0/=RADIATION PARAMETER
2290 DSTA=PHI*DELTA 0 REM PARTICLE TO WALL DISTANCE /RADIUS, CONTACT ZONE
2300 IF REALR<0 THEN DSTA=DSTA/PH1
2310 IF B>= BLIM THEN DSTA=1-COS (B) 0 REM " , OUTSIDE CONTACT ZONE
2320 L=C7KS*TB-C8/DSTA
2330 HC1R=RR(0)*(4+6*SCOP(0)*(TR-1))
2340 RC1(0)=L*(1+SCOP(0)*C8*(TR-1)/2)+RC1R
2350 REM RC2R/7b:
2360 RC2RTB(0)=(7+TR4+6*SCOP(0)*(TR-1)+.75*(SCOP(0)*(TR-1))-2)*RR(0)
2370 RC2T8(0)=RC2RTB(0)+L/(C8+1)*(C8+TR-(C8+1)+C8*(03+1)*SCOP(0)*(TR-1)/2+C8*(C8
+1)*(SCOF(0)*(TR-1)/4)2) 0 REM RC2/Tb
2380 215=(RC2TB(0)-RC1(0))/(1-TR)*2*SOR (FO/PI )

2390 TDIM(0) =Z15 +1 0 REM DIMENSIONLESS TEMP.
2400 TDMM(0)=Z15*2/3+1 0 REM DIM. TEMP. (TIME AVERAGED)
2410 Z7=TDIM(0) +TWTB
2420 ZB=1DMM(0)+TWTB
2430 Z9=SIN (B)
2440 T(0)=(Z7*RC1(0)-RC2TB(0)/(1-TR))*Z9 0 REM INTEGRAND - NUps
2450 TQQ(0)=(Z8*RC1(0)-RC2TB(0)/(1-TR))*Z9 0 REM INTEGRAND - NUpsm
2460 TRAD(0)=(Z7*RC1R-RC2RTB(0)/(1-TR))*Z9 0 REM INTEGRAND - NUr
2470 TOORAD(Q)=(Z8*RCIR-RC2RTB(0)/(1-TR))*Z9 0 REM INTEGRAND - NUrm
2480 TRADN(0)=(Z7-4-TWTB-4)*Z9*RR(0)/RRR 0 REM INTEGRAND - NUrn
2490 DISP "S-";NI-0;" 8=";B;" SCOP=";SCOP(0)
2500 NEXT 0
2510 REM
2520 REM INTEGRATION BY SIMPSON'S RULE:
2530 AREA1=0 0 REM INTEGRAL - NUps
2540 AREA2=0 @ REM INTEGRAL NUpsm
2550 AREA3=0 0 REM INTEGRAL NUr
2560 AREA4=0 0 REM INTEGRAL - NUrm
2570 AREAS =0 0 REM INTEGRAL NUrn
2580 FOR 8=2 TO NI STEP 2
2590 AREA1=AREA1+(T(0-2)+4*T(0-1)+T(0))*DB/3
2600 AREA2=AREA2+(100(0-2)+4*1-00(0-1)+T00(0))*DB/3
2610 AREA3=AREA3+(TRAD(0-2)+4XTRAD(0-1)+TRAD(0))*DB/3
2620 AREA4=AREA4+(TOORAD(0-2)+4*TOORAD(0-1)+T00RAD(0))*D8/3
2630 AREA5=AREA5+(TRADN(0-2)+4*TRADN(0-1)+TRADN(0))*D8/3
2640 NEXT 0
2650 NUPS(COUNT,1)=AREA1*Z10 0 REM NUSSELT NUMBER - NUps
2660 NUPSM(COUNT,1)=AREA2*Z10 0 REM TIME AVG. NUSSELT NUMBER - NUpsm
2670 NURAD(COUNT,1)=AREA3*Z10 0 REM RADIATIVE NUSSELT NUMBER NUr
2680 NURADM(COUNT,1)=AREA4*Z10 0 REM TIME AVG. RAD. NUSSELT NUMBER NUrm
2690 NURADN(COUNT.1)= AREAS*Z20 0 REM NOMINAL RAD. NUSSELT NUMBER - NUrn
2700 IF R<RBAR THEN GOSUB 4110 0 REM ADD NUADD TO ALL NUSSELT NUMBERS
2710 PRINT "FOAVE = ";FOAVE
2720 PRINT USING 2730 ; FO,NUPS(COUNT,1),NUPSM(COUNT,1),NUPSM(COUNT,1)/SR,NURAD(
COUNT,1),NURADM(COUNT,1),NURADN(COUNT,1)
2730 IMAGE "Fo=",D.DDDE,2X,"NUps=",D.DDDE,2X,"NUpsm=".D.DDDE/"Xs/Sp*NUpsm=",D.DD
DE,2X,."NUr=',D.DDDE,2X,"NUrm=",D.DDDE,2X,"NUrn=",D.DDDE//
2740 REM FREQUENCY-WEIGHTED OVERALL NUSSELT NUMBERS:
2750 NUPS(COUNT,0)=NUPS(COUNT,0)+SIZE(CLASS.1)*NUPS(COUNTO)
2760 NUPSM(COUNT,0)=NUPSM(COUNT,O)+SIZE(CLASS,1)*NUPSM(COUNT,1)
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2770 NURAD(COUNT,0)=NURAD(COUNI,O)*SIZE(CLASS,1)*NURAD(COuNT,1)
2780 NURADM(COUNT,0)=NURADM(COUNT,O)+SIZE(CLASS,1)*NURADMtCOUNT,I)
2790 NURADN(COUNT,0)=NURADN(COUNT,O)+SIZE(CLASS,1)*NURADN(COUNT,1)
2800 GOTO 1970
2810 REM
2820 REM COMPLETE MODEL:
2830 REM
2840 IF EVFLAG< 0 THEN 3060
2850 REM CALCULATION OF ALL EIGENVALUES:
2860 B1=0
2870 IF DELTA=0 THEN 81=1
2880 FOR 0=81 TO NI
2890 B=D8 *0 8 REM COLATITUDE (RADIANS)
2900 GOSUB 3890 8 REM CALCULATION OF CONFIGURATION FACTOR
2910 RR(0)=RRR/((1-EMS)/EMS+1/F) 8 REM RADIATION PARAMETER
2920 DSTA=PHI*DELTA 8 REM PARTICLE TO WALL DISTANCE/RADIUS, CONTACT ZONE
2930 IF REALF(<0 THEN DSTA=DSTA/PH1
2940 IF 8= SLIM THEN DSTA=1-COS (0) 8 REM " , OUTSIDE CONTACT ZONE
2950 FDR=C7KS*TB-C8/DSTA
2960 LP(0,0)=RR(0)*(4+6*SCOP(0)*(TR-1)) 8 REM LP(0,0)=RC1R
2970 RC1(0)=FDR*(1+SCOP(0)*C8*(TR-1)/2)+LP(0,0)
2980 REM RC2R/Tb:
2990 RC2RTB(0)=(3+TW'4+6*SCOP(0)*(TR-1)+.75*(SCOP(0)*(TR-1))'2)*RR(0)
3000 RC21S(0)=RC2RTB(0)+FDR/(C8+1)*(C8+TW( C8+1)+C8*(C8+1)*SCOP(0)*(TR-1)/2+C0*(
C8+1)*(SCOP(0)*(TR-1)/4)-2) 8 REM RC2/Tb
3010 GOSUB 3700 8 REM INTERPOLATION FOR EIGENVALUES
3020 DISP "E-";NI-0;" 8 =";8;" SCOP=";SCOP(0)
3030 NEXT 0
3040 EVFLAG=1
3050 REM NUSSELT NUMBER CALCULATION:
3060 81=0
3070 IF DELTA=0 THEN 81=1 8 T(0)=0 8 TOO(0 )=0 8 TRAD(0)=0 8 TOORAD(0)=0
3080 REM CALCULATION OF INTEGRAND VALUES:
3090 FOR 0=81 TO Ni
3100 B=0*DB 8 REM COLATITUDE (RADIANS)
3110 TM=0 8 REM SUMMATION - DIM. TEMP. (TIME AVERAGED)
3120 TE=0 8 REM SUMMATION - DIM. FEMP. (INSTANTANEOUS)
'3130 21=tRC2I8(U)/RL1((d)-IR);(1-1R)
3140 Z2=2*(RC1(0)-RC2T8(0))/(1-TR)
3150 REM SERIES SUMMATION (1st 1 TO 8 TERMS MAXIMUM):
3160 FOR 1=1 TO TERMS
3170 Z3=LP(0,02+(RC1(0)-1)"2
3180 Z4=LP(C),I)-2*(LP(0,I)-2+RC1(0)*(RC1(0)-1))
3190 ZS =SIN (LP(O,I))
3200 Z6=LP(0,I)-2*F0
3210 IF 16<= 1100 THEN Z6=EXP (-26) ELSE Z6=0
3220 TE=TE+13/24*Z5.'2*Z6
3230 TM=TM+Z3/Z4/LP(0,I)/LP(0,I)*Z52*(1-Z6)
3240 NEXT I
3250 REM
3260 TDIM(0)=TE*Z2+ZI 8 REM DIMENSIONLESS TEMP.
3270 TDMM(0)=TM*Z2/F0+Z1 8 REM DIM. TEMP. (TIME AVERAGED)
3280 Z7=TD1M(0)+TWTB
3290 Z8=TDMM(0)+TWTB
3300 Z9=SIN (8)
3310 T(0)=(Z7*RC1(0)-RC2TB(0)/(1-TR))*Z9 8 REM INTEGRAND - NUps
3320 TO0(0)=(28*RCI(0)-RC2T8(0)/(1-TR))*Z9 2> REM INTEGRAND - NUpsm
3330 TRAD(0)=(Z7*LP(0,0)-RC2RT8(0)/(1-TR))*Z9 8 REM INTEGRAND NUr
3340 100RAD(0)=(Z8*LP(0,0)-RC2RT8(0)/(1-TR))*Z9 8 REM INTEGRAND - NUrm
3350 TRADN(0)=(Z7-4-TWTE14)*Z9*RR(0)/RRR 8 REM INTEGRAND - NUrn
3360 DISP "C-":NI-0;" 8 =";8;" SCOP=";SCOP(0)
3370 NEXT 0
3380 REM
3790 REM INTEGRATION BY SIMPSON'S RULE:
3400 AREA1=0 8 REM INTEGRAL - NUps
3410 AREA2=0 2> REM INTEGRAL NUpsm
3420 AREA3=0 8 REM INTEGRAL NUr
3430 AREA4=0 8 REM INTEGRAL - NUrm
3440 AREA5=0 8 REM INTEGRAL NUrn
3450 FOR 0=2 TO NI STEP 2
3460 AREA1=AREA1+(T(0-2)+4*T(0-1)+T(0))*DB/3
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3470 AREA2=AREA2+(1-00(0-2)+4*T00(0-1)+1-00(0)) *DB/3
3480 AREA3=AREA3+(TRAD(0-2) +4*TRAD(0-1)+TRAD(0))*DB/3
3490 AREA4=AREA4+(TOORAD(0-2)+4#TOORAD(0-1)+TOORAD(0)) *DB/3
3500 AREA5=AREA54-(TRADN(0-2)+4*TRADN(0-1)+TRADN(0))*DB/3
3510 NEXT ID
3520 NUPS(COUNT.1)=AREAI*210 ,3) REM NUSSELT NUMBER - NUps
3530 NUPSM(COUNI,1)=AREA2*Z10 a REM TIME AVG. NUSSELT NUMBER - NUpsm
3540 NURAD(COUNT.1)=AREA3*210 a REM RADIATIVE NUSSELT NUMBER - NUr
3550 NURADM(COUN1,1)=AREA4*Z10 @ REM TIME AVG. RAD. NUSSELT NUMBER - NUrm
3560 NURADN(COUNT,1)=AREA5*Z20 a REM NOMINAL RAD. NUSSELT NUMBER - NUrn
3570 IF RsRBAR THEN GOSUB 4110 @ REM ADD NUADD TO ALL NUSSELT NUMBERS
3580 PRINT "FOAVE = ";FOAVE
3590 PRINT USING 2730 ; FO.NUPS(COUNT,1),NURSM(COUNT.1),NUPSM(COUNT,1)/SR,NURAD(
COUNTO),NURADM(COUNT,1),NURADN(COUNT.1)
3600 REM FREQUENCY - WEIGHTED OVERALL NUSSELT NUMBERS:
3610 NURS(COUNT,0)=NUPS(COUNI,O)+SIZE(CLASS,1)*NUPS(COUNT,I)
3620 NUPSM(COUNT,0)=NURSM(COUNT,O)+SIZE(CLASS,1)*NUPSM(COUNT,1)
3630 NURAD(COUNT,0)=NURAD(COUNI,O)+SIZE(CLASS,1)*NURAD(COUNT,1)
3640 NURADM(COUNT.0)=NURADM(COUNT,0)+SIZE(CLASS.1)*NURADM(COUNT,1)
3650 NURADN(COUNT,0)=NURADN(COUNI,0)+SIZE(CLASS.1)*NURADN(COUNT.1)
3660 GOTO 1970
3670 REM
3680 REM SUBROUTINE TO FIND FIRST 8 ROOTS OF 1-M*Cot(M)=RC1
3690 REM BY PARABOLIC INTERPOLATION OF VALUES TABULATED IN FILE D1988:
3700 FOR I=1 TO 50
3710 IF RC102),M(I,0> THEN 3750
3720 NEXT I

3730 FOR 1=1 TO 8 @ LP(0,1)=I*PI .D NEXT I
3740 RETURN
3750 IF I:1 THEN PE6=1 J GOTO 3790
3760 PEG=2
3770 LP(0,1)=M(1,1)*SOR (RC1(0)/M(1.0))
3780 1=1+1
3790 POLY0=CRC1(0)-M(I-1,0))*(RC1(0)-M(I.0))/tM(1-2.0)-M(1-1,0))/(M(1-2.0)-M(I,0
))

3800 ROLY1=(RC1(0)-M(1-2.o))*(RC1(0)-M(I.o))/(M(I-1.0)-M(I-2.0))/(M(1-1.0)-M(I.0
))

3810 POLY2=(RC1(0)-M(1-2.0))*(RC1(U)-M(I-1.0))/(M(I,0)-M(1-2.0))/(M(I.0)-M(I-1,0
))

3820 FOR J=PEG TO 8
3830 LP(O.J)=POLY0*M(1-2,J)+ROLY1*M(1-1,J)+POLY2*M(I,J)
3840 NEXT J
3850 RETURN
3860 REM
3870 REM CONFIGURATION FACTOR SUBROUTINE;
3880 REM FOR VARIABLE CONFIG. FCTR., CHANGE THE FOLLOWING LINE TO "REM":*******
3890 F=FAVE a RETURN a REM <<<)).:P<0.<<% :.<tc%.)%)),..<))%%'<<<<<.)%-).,,<
3900 IF B=0 THEN F=1 a RETURN
3910 REL1=TAN (8/2)
3920 AA1=4*SIN (B/2) '2
3930 AA2=AA1+SR^2
3940 AA1=AAl+REL1'2
3950 BB1=-(2*S1N (B))
3960 BB2=BB1*SR
3970 BB1=BB1*REL1
3980 PP1 =PI /4
3990 PP2=ASN (TAN (B/2)/SR)/2
4000 AMBS02=SOR (AA2"2-8B2-2)
4010 F=(2*SR'2*COS (B)-AA2)/AMBS02 *ATN ((AA2-13B2)*1AN (PP1-PP2)/AMBS02)
4020 F=(F+(PR1-PP2)*3)/PI
4030 RETURN
4040 REM
4050 REM DETERMINATION OF FACTOR ADDED TO NUSSELT NUMBERS IF R <RBAR:
4060 NUADD=(1-EMSWAL>/EMSWAL+((1-EMS)/EMS+1/FAVE)*SRBAR'2/(1-(R/RBAR>^2)
4070 NUADD=(1-TR-4)*PI *SIGMA*R*T8'3/KSTAR/2/(1-TR)/NUADD
4080 RETURN
4090 REM
4100 REM AUGUMENTATION OF NUSSELT NUMBERS FOR R<RBAR:
4110 NUPS(COUNT,1>=NUPS(COUNT,1)+NUADD
4120 NUPSM(COUNT,1)=NUPSM(COUNT01)+NUADD
4130 NURAD(COUNT,1)=NURAD(COUNT,1)+NUADD
4140 NURADM(COUNT,))=NURADM(COUNT,1)+NUADD
4150 NURADN(COUNT,1)=NURADN(COUNT,1)+NUADD
4160 RETURN
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SAMPLE OUTPUT FROM SPHERICAL SEGMENT MODEL PROGRAM
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PR69

Histogram File: TEST4
Average Radius of Curvature = 1.543E-003
Standard Deviation = 3.313E-004

Size: Freq.:
2.845E-003 6.000E-003
2.175E-003 8.600E-002
1 . 832E -003 2.520E-001
1.423E-003 4.980E-001
1.091E-003 1.460E-001
9.250E-004 6.000E-003
7.170E-004 4.000E-003
5.010E-004 2.000E-003
Number 0+ size classes = 8

KSOL= 1.59217111098 C71'S= 2.09336250546E-4 KSTAR= 5.57259888842E-2 PHI= 1
TW= 373 TB= 1273 TR= .293008641005 KR= .035
C7= 3.332991306E-4 88= .7625793129 SRBAR= 1.12
TWTB= .414444444444 SIGMA= .00000005729
SMALL= .0001 E= .0000035
EMS= .8 EMSWAL= .7 PRERR= 74.2291168612
RRR= .21118183747 DELTA= .001230228471 BLIM= 4.96233568362E-2 BMAX=
.573297911344

Z10= 247.218953401 220= 18.1508219661 DB= 2.86648955672E-2 PR= 35.4549899322
PRR= 45134.2021837 21= 107.309232836 Z2= 77502.6986872 SR= .60749429877
NUADD= 0 PAVE= .542412446675
R= .002845 REALR= .002845 LAR= 0

******* Radius =2.845E-003 Fraction in class=6.000E-003
Max. Fourier No. for Small-Time Approx.: 1.150E-003 20 Intervals used
FOAVE = .001
Fo=2.9428-004 NUps=4.241E+001 NUpsm=4.497E+001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=7.4028+001 NUr=3.949E+000 NUrm=3.933E+000 NUrn=5.170E+000

FOAVE = .01
Fo=2.942E-003 NUps=3.6348+001 NUpsm=3.856E+001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=6.348E+001 NUr=3.980E+000 NUrm=3.969E+000 NUrn=4.6598+000

FOAVE = .1

Fo=2.942E-002 NUps=2.617E+001 NUpsm=3.059E+001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=5.035E+001 NUr=3.991E+000 NUrm=3.992E+000 NUrn=3.514E+000

FOAVE = 1

Fo=2.942E-001 NUps=1.1908+001 NUpsm=1.834E+001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=3.0208+001 NUr=3.707E+000 NUrm=3.8648+000 NUrn=1.241E+000

FOAVE = 10
Fo=2.942E+000 NUps=3.205E-001 NUpsm=4.295E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=7.071E+000 NUr=2.756E+000 NUrm=3.110E+000 NUrn=9.542E-003

RRR= .161448329173 DELTA= 1.6091954023E-3 BLIM= 5.67613373973E-2 BMAX=
.788776369517

210= 142.151483524 Z20= 8.11011978423 DB= 3.94388184759E-2 PR= 35.4549899322
PRR= 45134.2021877 21= 76.0011618462 Z2= 54890.8513348 SR= .794630473563
NUADD= 0 FAVE= .542412446675
Ft= .002175 REALR= .002175 LAR= 0

******* Radius =2.175E-003 Fraction in class=8.600E-002
Max. Fourier No. for Small-Time Approx.: 1.967E-003 20 Intervals used
FOAVE = .001
Fo=5.0348-004 NUps=2.741E+001 NUpsm=2.8978+001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=3.6468+001 NUr=3.3518+000 NUrm=3.343E+000 NUrn=4.326E+000

FOAVE = .01
Fo=5.034E-003 NUps=2.388E+001 NUpsm=2.551E+001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=3.2108+001 NUr=3.355E+000 NUrm=3.351E+000 NUrn=3.959E+000
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FOAVE = .1
Fu=5.034E-002 NUps=1.747E+001 NUpsm=2.029E+001
Xs/SptNUpsm=2.553E+001 NUr=3.323E+000 NUrm=3.343E+000 NUrn=3.091E+000

FOAVE = 1

Fo=5.034E-001 NUps=7.627E+000 NUpsm=1.208E+001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=1.520E+001 NUr=2.923E+000 NUrm=3.141E+000 NUrn=1.053E+000

FOAVE = 10
Fo=5.034E+000 NUps=1.692E-001 NUpsm=2.718E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=3.420E+000 NUr=1.878E+000 NUrm=2.250E+000 NUrn=6.148E-003

RRR= .13598774209 DELTA= 1.91048034934E-3 BLIM= 6.18533525418E-2 BMAX=
1.00158723445

Z10= 100.851836838 Z20= 4.84647406232 D8= 5.00793617225E-2 PR= 35.4549899322
PRR= 45134.2021837 Z1= 57.7914965898 Z2= 41739.1572795 SR= .943406812227
NUADD= 01 FAVE= .542412446675
R= .001832 REALR= .001832 LAR= 0

******* Radius =1.832E-003 Fraction in class=2.520E-001
Max. Fourier No. for Small -Time Approx.: 2.772E-003 20 Intervals used
FOAVE = .001
Fo=7.095E-004 NUps=2.123E+001 NUpsm=2.250E+001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=2.385E+001 NUr=3.189E+000 NUrm=3.184E+000 NUrn=4.071E+000

FOAVE = .01
Fo=7.095E-003 NUps=1.8648+001 NUpsm=1.997E+001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=2.116E+001 NUr=3.1768+000 NUrm=3.177E+000 NUrn=3.745E+000

FOAVE = .1

Fo=7.095E-002 NUps=1.381E+001 NUpsm=1.5958+001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=1.691E+001 NUr=3.123E+000 NUrm=3.153E+000 NUrn=2.991E+000

FOAVE = 1

F0=7.095E-001 NUps=6.000E+000 NUpsm29.5188+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=1.009E+001 NUr=2.634E+000 NUrm=2.898E+000 NUrn=1.003E+000

FOAVE = 10
Fo=7.095E+000 NUps=1.2448-001 NUpsm=2.1318+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=2.259E+000 NUr=1.493E+000 NUrm=1.891E+000 NUrn=5.193E-003

RRR= .105628(133293 DELTA= 2.4595924104E-3 BLIM= .070194530958 BMAX=
1.5707963268

Z10= 60.8474908453 Z20= 2.27124605014 DB= .07853981634 P8= 35.4549899322
P88= 45134.2021837 Z1= 34.3016427629 Z2= 24774.0601048 SR= 1.21456168658
NUADD= .37023176959 FAVE= .542412446675
R= .001423 REALR= .001423 LAR= 0

******* Radius =1.423E-003 Fraction in class=4.980E-001
Max. Fourier No. for Small-Time Approx.: 4.595E-003 20 Intervals used
FOAVE = .001
Fo21.1768-003 NUps=1.6068+001 NUpsm21.687E+001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=1.3898+001 NUr=3.710E+000 NUrm=3.709E+000 NUrn=4.5568+000

FOAVE = .01
Fo=1.176E-002 NUps=1.415E4001 NOpsm=1.5148+001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=1.246E+001 NUr=3.691E+000 NUrm=3.696E+000 NUrn=4.304E+000

FOAVE = .1

Fo=1.176E-001 NUps=1.079E+001 NUpsm=1.2298+001
XsiSpINUpsm=1.012E+001 NUr=3.605E+000 NUrm=3.651E+000 NUrn=3.631E+000

FOAVE = 1

Fo=1.176E+000 NUps=5.107E+000 NUpsm=7.6648+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=6.3108+000 NUr=2.922E+000 NUrm=3.286E+000 NUrn=1.4768+000

FOAVE = 10
Fo=1.176E+001 NUps=4.714E-001 NUpsm=2.057E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=1.694E+000 NUr=1.473E+000 NUrm=1.974E+000 NUrn=3.756E-001
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RRR= 8.09839864956E-2 DELTA= 3.2080659945E-3 BLIM= 8.01866659124E-2 BMAX=
1.5707963268
Z10= 35.7669884973 Z20= 1.02358458427 DB= .07853981634 PR= 35.4549899322
PRR= 45134.2021837 Z1= 44.74016705 Z2= 32313.0041513 SR= 1.58416249313
NUADD= .898503314238 FAVE= .542412446675
R= .001091 REALR= .001091 LAR= 0

******* Radius =1.091E-003 Fraction in class=1.460E-001
Max. Fourier No. for Small-Time Approx.: 7.817E-003 20 Intervals used
FOAVE = .001
Fo=2.001E-003 NUps=9.2078+000 NUpsm=9.781E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=6.1748+000 NUr=2.3848+000 NUrm=2.3828+000 NUrn=2.774E+000

FOAVE = .01
Fo=2.001E-002 NUps=8.1348+000 NUpsm=8.7638+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=5.531E+000 NUr=2.3778+000 NUrm=2.3798+000 NUrn=2.645E+000

FOAVE = .1

Fo=2.001E-001 NUps=6.0428+000 NUpsm=6.992E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=4.414E+000 NUr=2.3368+000 NUrm=2.359E+000 NUrn=2.265E+000

FOAVE = 1

Fo=2.001E+000 NUps=2.715E+000 NUpsm=4.160E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=2.626E+000 NUr=1.9718+000 NUrm=2.162E+000 NUrn=1.2048+000

FOAVE = 10
Fo=2.001E+001 NUps=9.0748-001 NUpsm=1.490E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=9.405E-001 NUr=1.469E+000 NUrm=I.622E+000 NUrn=8.989E-001

RRR= 6.86619330966E-2 DELTA= 3.78378378378E-3 BLIM= 8.71018619169E-2 BMAX=
1.5707963268

210= 25.7108443578 220= .623842104638 DB= .07853981634 PR= 35.4549899322
PRR= 45134.2021837 21= 52.7692132449 Z2= 38111.8784098 SR= 1.86845543784
NUADD= .955582890179 FAVE= .542412446675
R= .000925 REALR= .000925 LAR= 0

******* Radius =9.250E-004 Fraction in class=6.000E-003
Max. Fourier No. for Small-Time Approx.: 1.087E-002 20 Intervals used
FOAVE = .001
Fo=2.783E-003 NUps=6.5658+000 NUpsm=6.932E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=3.710E+000 NUr=1.652E+000 NUrm=1.8508+000 NUrn=2.094E+000

FOAVE = .01
Fo=2.783E-002 NUps=5.8018+000 NUpsm=6.239E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=3.339E+000 NUr=1.8498+000 NUrm=1.850E+000 NUrn=2.0078+000

FOAVE = .1

Fo=2.7838-001 NUps=4.236E+000 NUpsm=4.953E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=2.651E+000 NUr=1.8248+000 NUrm=1.838E+000 NUrn=1.738E+000

FOAVE = 1

Fo=2.7838+000 NUps=1.909E+000 NUpsm=2.896E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=1.550E+000 NUr=1.583E+000 NUrm=1.706E+000 NUrn=1.082E+000

FOAVE = 10
Fo=2.7838+001 NUps=9.5698-001 NUpsm=1.2628+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=6.754E-001 NUr=1.3398+000 NUrm=1.409E+000 NUrn=9.556E-001

RRR= 5.32222767895E-2 DELTA= 4.88145048815E-3 BLIM= 9.89688782578E-2 BMAX=

1.5707963268
210= 15.4479617416 220= .290540682112 DB= .07853981634 PR= 35.4549899322
PRR= 45134.2021837 Z1= 68.0774368919 Z2= 49168.0439735 SR= 2.41048993026
NUADD= .887709819732 FAVE= .542412446675
R= .000717 REALR= .000717 LAR= 0

******* Radius =7.170E-004 Fraction in class=4.000E-003
Max. Fourier No. for Small-Time Approx.: 1.810E-002 20 Intervals used

FOAVE = .001
Fo=4.632E-003 NUps=3.975E+000 NUpsm=4.164E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=1.727E+000 NUr=1.298E+000 NUrm=1.297E+000 NUrn=1.414E+000
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FOAVE = .01
Fo=4.632E-002 NUps=3.504E+000 NUpsm=3.764E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=1.562E+000 NUr=1.298E+000 NUrm=1.298E+000 NUrn=1.366E+000

FOAVE = .1

Fo=4.632E-001 NUps=2.486E+000 NUpsm=2.952E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=1.225E+000 NUr=1.286E+000 NUrm=1.293E+000 NUrn=1.205E+000

FOAVE = 1

Fo=4.632E+000 NUps=1.205E+000 NUpsm=1.729E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=7.173E-001 NUr=1.166E+000 NUrm=1.225E+000 NUrn=9.149E-001

FOAVE = 10
Fe=4.632E+001 NUps=8.877E-001 NUpsm=9.9858-001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=4.142E-001 NUr=1.0968+000 NUrm=1.116E+000 NUrn=8.877E-001

RRR= 3.71887875475E-2 DELTA= 6.98602794411E-3 BLIM= .118480453985 BMAX=
1.5707963268

Z10= 7.54237854746 Z20= 9.91203124576E-2 DB= .07853981634 PR= 35.4549899322
PRR= 45134.2021837 Z1= 97.4281881268 Z2= 70366.2425726 SR= 3.44974307385
NUADD= .696546452827 FAVE= .542412446675
R= .000501 REALR= .000501 LAR= 0

******* Radius =5.010E-004 Fraction in class=2.000E-003
Max. Fourier No. for Small-Time Approx.: 3.707E-002 20 Intervals used
FOAVE = .001
Fo=9.4878-003 NUps=2.0478+000 NUpsm=2.128E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=6.1688-001 NUr=8.325E-001 NUrm=8.321E-001 NUrn=8.739E-001

FOAVE = .01
Fo=9.4878-002 NUps=1.792E+000 NUpsm=1.926E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=5.583E-001 NUr=8.336E-001 NUrm=8.330E-001 NUrn=8.515E-001

FOAVE = .1

Fo=9.487E-001 NUps=1.2428+000 NUpsm=1.485E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=4.304E-001 NUr=8.3018-001 NUrm=8.326E-001 NUrn=7.7638-001

FOAVE = 1

Fo=9.487E+000 NUps=7.4568-001 NUpsm=9.3578-001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=2.712E-001 NUr=7.925E-001 NUrm=8.090E-001 NUrn=6.987E-001

FOAVE = 10
Fo=9.487E+001 NUps=6.9658-001 NUpsm=7.230E-001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=2.0968-001 NUr=7.8408-001 NUrm=7.870E-001 NUrn=6.965E-001
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F)-equoi,c,.-uoighued Over-L.11 N0ssc,it Numbers:

Fo-1.000E-007 NUps=1.736E+001 NUpsm=1.832E+001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=1.636E+001 NUr=3.329E+000 NUrm=3.326E+000 NUrn=4.123E+000
Hps= 313.508043996 Hpsm= 330.810486997
Xs/Sp*Hpsm= 295.366506247 Hr= 60.1140537102 Hrm= 60.0544191604 Hrn=
74.4401031151

Fo=1.000E-002 NUps=1.526E+001 NUpsm=1.633E+001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=1.458E+001 NUr=3.316E+000 NUrm=7.319E+000 NUrn=3.861E+000
Hps= 275.452268093 Hpsm= 294.871592219
Xs/Sp*Hpsm= 263.278207338 Hr= 59.8706498086 Hrm= 59.9204878173 Hrn=
69.7180265328

Fo=1.000E-001 NUps=1.1438+001 NUpsm=1.313E+001
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=1.173E+001 NUr=3.251E+000 NUrm=3.2868+000 NUrn=3.1968+000
Hps= 206.448179192 Hpsm= 237.133602731
Xs/Sp*Hpsm= 211.72643101 Hr= 58.6947241947 Hrm= 59.3400312267 Hrn=
57.713796574

Fo=1.000E+000 NUps=-5.1978+000 NUpsm=7.998E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=7.141E+000 NUr=2.696E+000 NUrm=2.9928+000 NUrn=1.273E+000
Hps= 93.8282700702 Hpsm= 144.407415305
Xs/Sp*Hpsm= 128.935192237 Hr= 48.6832039192 Hrm= 54.0320985409 Hrn=
22.9840165887

Fo=1.000E+001 NUps=4.258E-001 NUpsm=2.052E+000
Xs/Sp*NUpsm=1.832E+000 NUr=1.516E+000 NUrm=1.923E+000 NUrn=3.309E-001
Hps= 7.68755226025 Hpsm= 37.0453423696
Xs/Sp*Hpsm= 33.0761985443 Hr= 27.3748337923 Hrm= 34.7243763981 Hrn=
5.9739277188
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PERFECT SPHERE MODEL PROGRAM (PR48)
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Read data files from diskette:
Radius of curvature histogram---÷array SIZE( ,

Eigenvalue table--sarray M( , )

Define system parameters, bed conditions and number of intervals used for numerical

integration (NI)

Determine and print r (REAR) and s.d. (SDEV)

Print radius of curvature histogram

Calculate average configuration factor (for a colatitude of 45°): PAVE
(Subroutine 12 used)

Read size class radius (R)

Print frequency weighted
overall Nusselt numbers and
heat transfer coefficients

Determine:
Extent of contact zone (SLIM)
Ratio of contact zone particle to wall

separation distance to particle radius (DELTA)

Angular increment (DB)

Subroutines:

51. Interpolation for
eigenvalues

12. Configuration factor
calculation

Calculate telescoping parameter (SCOP( )) at each colatitude

(Calculate max. Fourier number for validity of the small-time approximation (FOMAX)1

Read Fourier number (FOAVE) and number of terms used in the long-time
summation (TERMS); calculate adjusted Fourier number (F0)

Complete (long- time interval) solution:
Calculate eigenvalues (first time through

only): LP( , )

Calculate instantaneous and time-averaged
dimensionless temperatures from summation
(TDIM( ), TDMM( ))

Calculate integrands
Integrate and print out Nusselt numbers
Add weighted results to accumulators for

frequency weighted overall Nusselt
numbers

(Subroutines 51 and 52 used)

Small-time approximation:
Calculate instantaneous and time-averaged dimensionless temperatures

(TDIM( ), TDMM( ))
Calculate integrands
Integrate and print out Nusselt numbers
Add weighted results to accumulators for frequency weighted overall

Nusselt numbers
(Subroutine 52 used)

Figure C.2. Program block diagram for perfect sphere model
calculations
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10 REM ******* PAUL D. BAKFE, 08/26/85, FLUIDIZED BED PROJECT *******
20 REM
30 PRINT "PR48"
40 PRINT
50 REM THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE PARTICLE-CONVECTIVE COMPONENT OF HEAT
60 REM TRANSFER TO SURFACES IMMERSED IN LARGE-PARTICLE GAS-FLUIDIZED BEDS
70 REM AT HIGH OR LOW TEMPERATURES. ASSUMING A PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
8o REM AS GIVEN IN A DATA FILE.
90 REM
100 REM THE TELESCOPED MODEL IS USED (BOTH THE COMPLETE FORM AND SMALL-TIME
110 REM APPROXIMATION) WITH VARIABLE TELESCOPING PARAMETER, OPTIONAL
120 REM VARIABLE RADIATION CONFIGURATION FACTOR AND A CONTACT GAP.
130 REM
140 REM ALL FOURIER NUMBERS ARE ADJUSTED FOR EQUAL RESIDENSE TIMES
150 REM AND ALL PARTICLES ARE TREATED AS PERFECT SPHERES.
160 REM
170 REM
180 DISP "ENTER NAME OF SIZE HISTOGRAM FILE:" @ INPUT F$
190 REM FIRST 8 EIGENVALUES OF 1-M*Cot(M)=RC1 TABULATED IN FILE D19M8
200 REM AND STORED IN ARRAY M(,).
210 REM SIZE DISTRIBUTION HISTOGRAM STORED IN ARRAY SIZE(.):
220 REM SIZE(0.0)=NUMBER OF SIZE CLASSES,
230 REM SIZE(I,O)=RADIUS, CLASS *I
240 REM SIZE(I,1)= FREQUENCY, CLASS *I
250 ASSIGN* 1 TO "D19M8"
260 ASSIGN* 2 TO F$
270 DIM M(50,8),LP(100,8),T(100),TRAD(100).T00(100),TOURAD(100),TRADN(100)
280 DIM SCOP(100),TDIM(100),TDMM(100),RC1(100),RC2RTB(100),RC2TB(100)
290 DIM RR(100),SIZE(10.1),NUPS(10,1),NUPSM(10,1),NURAD(10,1),NURADM(10,1)
300 DIM NURADN(10,1)
310 READ* 1 ; M(,)
320 READ* 2 ; SI2E(,)
330 ASSIGN* 1 TO *

340 ASSIGN* 2 TO *

350 REM
360 REM FRACTION-WEIGHTED OVERALL NUSSELT NUMBERS ARE STORED IN
370 REM ARRAYS NUPS(I,0), NUPSM (I,0),NURAD(I,0),NURADM(I,O) AND NURADN(I,0).
380 FOR I=1 TO 10
390 NUPS(I,0) =0 B NUPSM(I,0)=0 B NURAD(I,0)=0 B NURADM(1,0)=0 B NURADN(I,0)=0
400 NEXT I
410 REM
420 REM DEFINITION OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS:
430 DEBUG=1 B REM PARAMETERS ARE PRINTED IF DEBUG,.>0
440 SMALL=.0001
450 SIGMA=.00000005729 @ REM STEFAN-BOLTZMANN CONSTANT
460 E=.0000035 B REM CONTACT GAP SIZE
470 KR=.035 1) REM Kg*/Ks
480 TW=373 B REM Tw=WALL TEMP.
490 TB=1273 B REM Tb=BED TEMP.
500 TR=TW/TB a REM Tw/Tb
510 TWTB=TW/(TB-TW) B REM Tw/(Tb-Tw)
520 C7=3.332991306E-4 B REM kg=C7*Tg C8 IN Watts/m '2/K
530 C8=.7625793129
540 KSTAR=C7*((TW+TB)/2)'C8 B REM Kg*=GAS CONDUCTIVITY AT FILM TEMP.
550 KSOL=KSTAR/KR B REM Ks=SOLID CONDUCTIVITY
560 C7KS=C7/KSOL B REM C7/Ks
570 SR=1.12 B REM RATIO OF PARTICLE SPACING/RADIUS
580 PHI=1 B REM CONTACT GAP MULTIPLIER
590 EMS=.8 B REM PARTICLE EMISSIVITY
600 PRERR=S1GMA*TB-3 /KSOL B REM RADIATION PARAMETER /UNIT RAD. COND./RADIUS
610 REM
620 DISP "INPUT NUMBER OF INTERVALS FOR CALCULATION:"
630 INPUT NI@ REM NUMBER OF ANGULAR INTERVALS
640 REM
650 REM DETERMINATION OF AVERAGE PARTICLE RADIUS AND STD. DEVIATION:
660 REM
670 SUM =O B SUMSO =0
680 FOR I=1 TO SIZE(0.0)
690 SUM=SUM+SIZE(I,0)*SIZE(I.1)
700 SUMSO=SUMSD+SIZE(I,1)*SIZE(1,0) 2
710 NEXT I
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720 RBAR=SUM W REM AVERAGE PARTICLE RADIUS
730 SDEV=SOR (SUMSO-SUM-2) W REM STD. DEVIATION
740 PRINT USING 750 ; F$,RBAR,SDEV
750 IMAGE /,"Histogram File: ",10A,/,"Average Radius = ",D.DDDE,/,"Standard Devi
ation = ",D.DDDE//,"Size:",7X,"Freq.:"
760 FOR 1=1 10 SIZE(0,0)
770 PRINT USING 810 ; SIZE(1,0),SIZE(I,1)
780 NEXT I

790 PRINT "Number of size classes =";SIZE(0.0)
800 PRINT
810 IMAGE D.DDDE,2X,D.DDDE
820 IF DEBUG=0 THEN 890
830 PRINT "KSOL=";KSOL;" C7KS=";C7KS;" KSTAR=":KSTAR;" PHI=";PHI
840 PRINT "TW=";TW;" TB=";TB;" TR=";TR;" KR=";KR
850 PRINT "C7=";C7;" C8=";C8;" SR=";SR
860 PRINT "TWTB=";TWTB;" SIGMA=";SIGMA
870 PRINT "SMALL=";SMALL;" E=";E
880 PRINT "EMS=";EMS;" PRERR=";PRERR
890 REM
900 REM CALCULATION OF AVG. CONFIG. FCTR.:
910 B =PI /4 REM AVERAGE TAKEN AT 45 DEGREES
920 GOSUB 3560 W REM CONFIG. FCTR. SUBROUTINE
930 FAVE=F
940 REM
950 REM BEGINNING OF CALCULATION LOOP:
960 REM
970 FOR CLASS=1 TO SIZE(0,0)
980 R=SIZE(CLASS,O) REM PARTICLE RADIUS
990 REM RRR=1-133 *O*R/Ks
1000 RRR=PRERR*R
1010 DELTA=E/R REM CONTACT GAP SIZE/PARTICLE RADIUS
1020 BLIM=ASN (2*SOR (DELTA/2)) REM CONTACT REGION LIMIT ( RADIANS)
1030 BMAX=PI /2 REM COLATITUDE (RADIANS) AT EDGE OF PARTICLE
1040 ZIO=P1 /KR/SR-2
1050 REM 220=PI*0*R*(Tb-Tw)-`3/(Kg**(Sp/R)'2)
1060 Z20= RRR*PI *(1-TR)^3/KR/SR^2
1070 DB=BMAX/NI O REM ANGULAR INCREMENT (RADIANS)
1080 REM
1090 REM CALCULATION OF TELESCOPING PARAMETER AT EACH ANGULAR POSITION:
1100 REM SCOP=TELESCOPING PARAMETER:
1110 REM USEFUL TEMP. RANGE IS FROM Tb TO Tb-SCOP*(Tb-Tw)
1120 REM
1130 FOR 1=0 TO NI
1140 DISP "T-";NI-I
1150 B=I*DB REM COLATITUDE (RADIANS)
1160 GOSUB 3550 8 REM CALCULATE CONFIG. FACTOR
1170 PR=PRERR/((1-EMS)/EMS+1/F)
1180 PRR=PR*TB
1190 DSTA=PHI*DELTA*R REM PARTICLE TO WALL DISTANCE, CONTACT ZONE
1200 IF 8)= BLIM THEN DSTA=(1-COS (B))*R REM " " ,OUTSIDE CONTACT ZONE
1210 ZI=C7KS*TB-C8/DSTA
1220 Z2=Z1*TB/(CE:+1)
1230 SCOP(I)=0 REM FIRST GUESS
1240 REM NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATION TO CALCULATE SCOP FOR dT/dr=0 AT T=Tw:
1250 C1=PR*(4+6*SCOP(I)*(TR-1))
1200 L1=LJ,L1*(14'SLUPt1)1LdtkUR-1),'.:)
1270 C2=PRR*(3+TR-4+6*SCOP(I)*(TR-1)+.75*(SCOP(I)*(TR-1)) "2)
1280 C2=C2+Z2*(C8+TR-(C8+1)+C8*(C8+1)*SCOP(1)*(TR-1)/2+C8*(C8+1)*(SCOP(I)*(TR-1)
/4)
1290 DC1DZ=PR*(6*(TR-1))+Z1*(C8*(TR-1)/2) W REM dCl/d(SCOP)
1300 DC2DZ=PRR*(6*(TR-1)+1.5*SCOP(I)*(TR-1)^2) REM dC2/d(SCOP)
1310 DC2DZ=DC2DZ+Z2*C8*(C8+1)*(TR-1)*(.5+SCOP(I)*(TR-1)/8)
1320 0=-(C1 *TW)+C2
1330 SCOP(I)=SCOP(I)-(0/(-(DC1DZ*TW)+DC2DZ))
1340 IF ABS (0)-SMALL THEN 1250
1350 NEXT I
1360 IF DEBUG>0 THEN 1380
1370 FOR I =0 TO NI J PRINT "B=";DB*I;" SCOP=";SCOP(I) O NEXT
1380 REM
1390 REM CALCULATION OF MAXIMUM FOURIER No. FOR VALIDITY OF THE
1400 REM SMALL-TIME APPROXIMATION:
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1410 REM (DETERMINATION OF FO FOR TDIM =O AT CONTACT POINT)
1420 B=0 @ REM MINIMUM OCCURS AT CONTACT POINT
1430 GOSUB 3550 Q REM CALCULATION OF CONFIG. FCTR.
1440 RR(0)=RRR/((1-EMS)/EMS+1/F)
1450 DSTA=PHI*DELTA
1460 L=C7T5 *TB-C8/DSTA
1470 RC1R=RR(0)*(4+6*SCOP(0)*(TR-1))
1480 RC1(0)=L*(1+SCOP(0)*C8*(TR-1)/2)+RC1R
1490 REM RC2R/Tb:
1500 RC2RTB(0)=(3+TR-4+6*SCOP(0)*(TR-1)+.75*(SCOP(0)*(TR-1))-2)*RR(0)
1510 RC2TB(0)=RC2RTB(0)+1./(C8+1)*(C6+TR-(C6+1)+C8*(C8+1)*SCOP(0)*(TR-1)/2+C6*(C8
+1)*(SCOP(0)*(TR-1)/4)-2) @ REM RC2/Tb
1520 FOMAX=((TR-1)/2/(RC2TB(0)-RC1(0)))-2*PI
1530 IF DEBUG=0 THEN 1570
1540 PRINT "RRR=";RRR;" DELTA=";DELTA;" BLIM=";8L1M;" BMAX=";PMAX
1550 PRINT "ZIO=";ZlOg" Z20=";220;" DB=";08;" PR=";PR
1560 PRINT "PRR=";PRR;" Z1 =";21;" Z2=";Z2;" FAVE=";FAVE
1570 PRINT USING 1580 ; R,SIZE(CLASS,1),FOMAX,NI
1580 IMAGE /"******* Radius =",D.DDDE,2X,"Fraction in class=",D.DDDE/"Max. Fouri
er No. for Small-Time Approx.:",2X,D.DDDE,4X,DDD," Intervals used"
1590 REM
1600 REM CALCULATION OF NUSSELT NUMBERS:
1610 REM
1620 REM FOURIER NUMBERS FOR CALCULATION & NUMBER OF TERMS IN SUMMATION:
1630 DATA .001,8,.01,6,.1,4,1,2,10,1,0,0
1640 RESTORE 1630
1650 EVFLAG=0 @ REM EIGENVALUE SUBROUTINE FLAG
1660 COUNT=0 @ REM FOURIER NUMBER COUNTER
1670 READ FOAVE,TERMSQ REM FOAVE=FOURIER NUMBER BASED ON RBAR,
1680 REM TERMS=NUMBER OF TERMS USED IN SERIES SUMMATION FOR COMPLETE MODEL
1690 FO=FOAVE*(RBAR/R)-2 @ REM FO=FOURIER No. FOR RES. TIME EQUIVALENCE
1700 COUNT=COUNT+1
1710 IF F0=0 THEN 1730
1720 IF FO>F0MAX THEN 2520 ELSE 1920
1730 NEXT CLASS
1740 REM
1750 REM END OF CALCULATION LOOP. PRINT-OUT OF FINAL RESULTS:
1760 REM
1770 RESTORE 1630
1780 PRINT a PRINT "Frequency-weighted Overall Nusselt Numbers:"
1790 LBJ=KSTAR/2/RBAR @ REM CONVERSION FACTOR, Nu TO H
1800 FOR 0=1 TO COUNT-1
1810 READ FO,TERMS
1820 PRINT USING 1830 ; FO,NUPS(0,0),NUPSM(0,0),NUPSM(2,0)/SR,NURAD(0,0),NURADM(
0,0),NURADN(0,0)
1830 IMAGE /"Fo=",D.DDDE,2X,"NUps=",D.DDDE,2X,"NUpsm=",D.DDDE/"Xs/SpINUpsm=",D.D
DDE,2X,"NUr=",D.DDDE,2X,"NUrm=",D.DDDE,2X,"NUrn=",D.DDDE
1840 PRINT "Hps=";NUPS(0,0)*LBJ;" Hpsm=";NUPSM(0,0)4(LBJ
1850 PRINT "Xs/Sp*Hpsm=";NUPSM(0,0)*LBJ/SR;" Hr= " ;NURAD(Q,O) *LBJ ;" Hrm=";NURADM(
Q,0)*LBJ;" Hrn=";NURADN(0,0)*LBJ
1860 NEXT 0
1670 END
1880 REM
1890 REM SUBROUTINES: ***** **** ***** ***** ***** *****
1900 REM
1910 REM SMALL-TIME APPROXIMATION:
1920 B1=0
1930 IF DELTA=0 THEN 81=1 @ T(0)=0 @ TQQ(0)=0 Q TRAD(0)=0 1) TQDRAD(0)=0
1940 REM CALCULATION OF INTEGRAND VALUES:
1950 FOR 0 =B1 TO Ni
1960 B=0*DB d REM COLATITUDE (RADIANS)
1970 GOSUB 3550 @ REM CALCULATION OF CONFIGURATION FACTOR
1980 RR(0)=RRR/((1EMS)/EMS+1/F) S REM RR(0)=RADIATION PARAMETER
1990 DSTA=PHI*DELTA u0 REM PARTICLE TO WALL DISTANCE/RADIUS, CONTACT ZONE
2000 IF E).= BLIM THEN DSTA=1-COS (B) S REM " " , OUTSIDE CONTACT ZONE
2010 L=C7KS*TEr'C8 /DSTA
2020 RC1R=RR(Q)*(4+6*SCOP(0)*(TR-1))
2030 RC1( 0) =L *(1 +SCOP(Q) *C8 *(TR- 1) /2) +RC1R
2040 REM RC2R/Tb:
2050 RC2RTB(0)=(3+TR-4+6*SCOP(0)*(TR-1)+.75*(SCOP(0)*(TR-1))2)*RR(0)
2060 RC2TB(Q)=RC2RTB(0)+L/(C8+1)*(C8+TR-(C8+1)+C8*(C8+1)*SCOP(Q)*(TR-1)/2+C8*(C8
+1)*(SCUP(Q)*(TR-1)/4)-2) @ REM RC2/Tb
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2070 Z15=(RC2TB(0)-RC1(0))/(1-TR)*2*SOR (FO/PI )

2080 TDIM(0)=Z15+1 8 REM DIMENSIONLESS TEMP.
2090 TDMM(0)=Z15*2/3+1 8 REM DIM. TEMP. (TIME AVERAGED)
2100 Z7=TDIM(0)+1MTE
2110 Z8=TDMM(0)+TWTB
2120 Z9=SIN (B)
2130 1(0)=(Z7*RC1(0)-RC2TB(Q)/(1-TR))*Z9 8 REM INTEGRAND - NUps
2140 1-00(0)=(28*RC1(0)-RC2TB(0)/(1-TR))*Z9 4) REM INTEGRAND - NUpsm
2150 TRAD(U)=(Z7*RC1R-RC2RTB(0)/(1-TR))*Z9 8 REM INTEGRAND NUr
2160 TOORAD(0)=(ZEORC1R-RC2RTB(0)/(1-TR))*Z9 8 REM INTEGRAND - NUrm
2170 TRADN(Q)=(27-4-TWT8-4)*Z9*RR(D)/RRR B REM INTEGRAND - NUrn
2180 DISP "S-";NI-0;" 8 =";8;" SCOP=";SCOP(0)
2190 NEXT 0
2200 REM
2210 REM INTEGRATION BY SIMPSON'S RULE:
2220 AREA1=0 Q REM INTEGRAL - NUps
2230 AREA2=0 4) REM INTEGRAL - NUpsm
2240 AREA3=0 a) REM INTEGRAL - NUr
2250 AREA4=0 B REM INTEGRAL - NUrm
2260 AREAS =0 B REM INTEGRAL NUrn
2270 FOR 0=2 TO NI STEP 2
2280 AREA1=AREA1+(T(0-2)+4*T(0-1)+T(0))*DB/3
2290 AREA2=AREA2+(T00(0-2)+4*TUQ(0-1)+TE20(0))*DB/3
2300 AREA3=AREA3+(TRAD(0-2)+4*TRAD(0-1)+TRAD(0))*D8/3
2310 AREA4=AREA4+(TOQRAD(0-2)+4*TOORAD(0-1)+TOORAD(0))*DB/3
2320 AREA5=AREA5+(TRADN(0-2)+4*TRADN(Q-1)+TRADN(0))*DB/3
2330 NEXT 0
2340 NUPS(COUNT,1)=AREA1 *Z10 Q REM NUSSELT NUMBER - NUps
2350 NUFSM(COUNT,1)=AREA2*Z10 8 REM TIME AVG. NUSSELT NUMBER - NUpsm
2360 NURAD(COUNT,1)=AREA.3*ZI0 B REM RADIATIVE NUSSELT NUMBER - NUr
2370 NURADM(COUNT,1)=AREA4*Z10 B REM TIME AVG. RAD. NUSSELT NUMBER - NUrm
2380 NURADN(COUNT,1)=AREA5*Z20 8 REM NOMINAL RAD. NUSSELT NUMBER - NUrn
2390 PRINT "FOAVE = ";FOAVE
2400 PRINT USING 2410 ; FO,NUPE(COUNT,1),NUPSM(COUNT,1),NUPSM(COUNT,1)/SR,NURAD(
COUNT,1),NURADM(COUNI,1),NURADN(COUNT,1)
2410 IMAGE "Fo=",D.DDDE,2X,"NUps=",D.DDDE,2X,"NUpsm=",D.DDDE/"Xs/Sp*NUpsm=",D.DD
DE,2X,"NUr=",D.DDDE,2X,"NUrm=",D.DDDE,2X,"NUrn=",D.DDDE//
2420 REM FREQUENCY-WEIGHTED OVERALL NUSSELT NUMBERS:
2430 NUPS(COUNT,0)=NUPS(COUNT,O)+SIZE(CLASS,1)*NUPS(COUNT,1)
2440 NUPSM(COUNT,0)=NUPSM(COUNT,O)+SIZE(CLASS,1)*NUPSM(COUNT,1)
2450 NURAD(COUNT,0)=NURAD(COUNT,O)+SIZE(CLASS,1)*NURAD(COUNT,1)
2460 NURADM(COUNT,0)=NURADM(COUNT,O)+SIZE(CLASS,1)*NURADM(COUNT,1)
2470 NURADN(COUNT,0)=NURADN(COUNT,0)+EIZE(CLASS,1)*NURADN(COUNT,1)
2480 GOTO 1670
2490 REH
2500 REM COMPLETE MODEL:
2510 REM
2520 IF EVFLAG<> 0 THEN 2730
2530 REM CALCULATION OF ALL EIGENVALUES:
2540 E1=0
2550 IF DELTA=0 THEN B1=1
2560 FOR 0=81 TO NI
2570 B=DB*0 B REM COLATITUDE (RADIANS)
2580 GOSUB 3550 8 REM CALCULATION OF CONFIGURATION FACTOR
2590 RR(0)=RRR/((l-EMS)/EMS+1/F) B REM RADIATION PARAMETER
2600 DSTA=PHIIDELTA B REM PARTICLE TO WALL DISTANCE/RADIUS, CONTACT ZONE
2610 IF B>= BLIM THEN DSTA=1-COS (B) 8 REM " , OUTSIDE CONTACT ZONE
2620 FDR=C7KS*T8 -C8/DSTA
2630 LP(0,0)=RR(0)*(4+6*SCOP(0)*(TR-1)) B REM LP(0,0)=RC1R
2640 RC1(0)=FDR*(1+SCOP(0)*C8*(TR-1)/2)+LP(0,0)
2650 REM RC2R/Tb:
2660 RC2RTB(0)=(3+7W4+6*SCOP(0)*(TR-1)+.75*(SCOP(Q)*(TR-1))-2)*RR(0)
2670 RC2TB(0)=RC2RTB(0)+FDR/(C8+1)*(C8+TR-(C8+1)+C8*(C8+1)*SCOP(0)*(TR-1)/2+C8*(
C8+1)*(SCOP(0)*(TR-1)/4)-2) B REM RC2/Tb
2680 GOSUB 3360 8 REM INTERPOLATION FOR EIGENVALUES
2690 DISP "E-";NI-0;" B=";B;" SCOP=";SCOP(Q)
2700 NEXT 0
2710 EVFLAG=1
2720 REM NUSSELT NUMBER CALCULATION:
2730 81=0
2740 IF DELTA=0 THEN 81=1 B T(0)=0 B TQQ(0)=0 B TRAD(0)=0 B TOORAD(0)=0
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2750 REM CALCULATION OF INTEGRAND VALUES:
2760 FOR 0=B1 TO NI
2770 B=0*DB REM COLATITUDE (RADIANS)
2780 TM=0 6 REM SUMMATION - DIM. TEMP. (TIME AVERAGED)
2790 TE=0 '6 REM SUMMATION DIM. TEMP. (INSTANTANEOUS)
2800 ZI=ARC2TB(0)/RC1(0)-TR)/(1-TR)
2810 Z2=2*(RC1(0)-RC2TB(0))/(1-TR)
2820 REM SERIES SUMMATION (1st 1 TO 8 TERMS):
2630 FOR I=1 TO TERMS
2840 Z3=LP(0,I)-2+(RC1(0)-1)-2
2850 Z4=LP(0,I)-2*(LP(0,I)''2+RC1(0)*(RC1(0)-1))
2860 Z5=S1N (LP(0,I))
2870 Z6=LP(Q,I)-2*F0
2880 IF 76<= 1100 THEN 26=EXP (-26) ELSE Z6=0
2690 TE=TE+Z3/74*Z5"2*Z6
2900 TM=1'11+13/24/LF(0,I)/LP(0,1)*Z5^2*(1-26)
2910 NEXT I
2920 REM
2930 TDIM(0)=TE*Z2+Z1 a REM DIMENSIONLESS TEMP.
2940 TDMM(0)=TM*22/F0+Z1 REM DIM. TEMP. (TIME AVERAGED)
2950 Z7=TD1M(0)+TWTB
2960 Z8=TDMM(0)+TWTB
2970 Z9=SIN (B)
2980 1(0)=(77*RC1(0)-RC2T8(U)/(1-TR))*Z9 REM INTEGRAND - NUps
2990 TO0(0)=(Z6*RC1(0)-RC2TB(0)/(1-TR))*Z9 6 REM INTEGRAND - NUpsm
3000 TRAD(0)=(27*LP(0,0)-RC2RTB(0)/(1-TR))*Z9 Q REM INTEGRAND NUr
3010 TOORAD(0)=(Z6*LP(U,0)-RC2RTB(0)/(1-TR))*29 a REM INTEGRAND NUrm
3020 TRADN(0)=(Z7-'4-TWTE'4)*Z9*RR(0)/RRR REM INTEGRAND - NUrn
3030 DISP "C-";NI-0;" B=";8;" SCOP=";SCOP(0)
3040 NEXT 0
3050 REM
3060 REM INTEGRATION BY SIMPSON'S RULE:
3070 AREA1=0 REM INTEGRAL - NUps
3080 AREA2=0 REM INTEGRAL - NUpsm
3090 AREA3=0 a REM INTEGRAL - NUr
3100 AREA4=0 REM INTEGRAL - NUrm
3110 AREAS =0 a REM INTEGRAL - NUrn
3120 FOR 0=2 TO NI STEP 2
3130 AREA1=AREA1+(T(0-2)+4*T(0-1)+T(0))*DB/3
3140 AREA2=AREA2+(TUO(0-2)+4*T00(0-1)+700(0))*DB/3
3150 AREA3=AREA3+(TRAD(0-2)+4*1RAD(0-1)+TRAD(0))*DB/3
3160 AREA4=AREA4+(TO0RAD(0-2)+4*TOORAD(0-1)+T0ORAD(0))*DB/3
3170 AREA5=AREA5+(TRADN(0-2)+4*TRADN(0-1)+TRADN(0))*08 /3
3180 NEXT 0
3190 NUPS(COUNT,1)=AREA1*Z10 REM NUSSELT NUMBER - NUps
3200 NUPSM(COUNT,1)=AREA2*Z10 REM TIME AVG. NUSSELT NUMBER NUpsm
3210 NURAD(COUNT,1)=AREA3*Z10 REM RADIATIVE NUSSELT NUMBER - NUr
3220 NURADM(COUNT,1)=AREA4*Z10 '6 REM TIME AVG. RAD.' NUSSELT NUMBER - NUrm
3230 NURADN(COUNT,1)=AREA5*Z20 Q REM NOMINAL RAD. NUSSELT NUMBER NUrn
3240 PRINT "FOAVE = ";FOAVE
3250 PRINT USING 2410 ; FO,NUFS(COUNT,1),NUPSM(COUNT,1),NUPSM(COUNT,1)/SR,NURAD(
COUNT,1),NURADM(COUNT,1),NURADN(COUNT91)
3260 REM FREQUENCY-WEIGHTED OVERALL NUSSELT NUMBERS:
3270 NUPS(COUNT,O>=NUPS(COUNT,O)+SIZE(CLASS.1)*NUPS(COUNT,1)
3280 NUPSM(COUNT,0)=NUPSM(COUNT.0)+SIZE(CLASS,1)*NUPSM(COUNT,1)
3290 NURAD(COUNT,0)=NURAD(COUNT,O)+SIZE(CLASS,1)*NURAD(COUNT,1)
3300 NURADM(COUNT,0)=NURADM(COUNT,O)+SIZE(CLASS,1)*NURADM(COUNT,1)
3310 NURADN(COUNT,0)=NURADN(COUNT,O)+SIZE(CLASS,1)*NURADN(COUNT,1)
3320 GOTO 1670
3330 REM
3340 REM SUBROUTINE TO FIND FIRST 8 ROOTS OF 1-M*Cot(M)=RC1
3350 REM BY PARABOLIC INTERPOLATION OF VALUES TABULATED IN FILE D19M8:
3360 FOR 1=1 TO 50
3370 IF RC1(0)<M(I,0) THEN 3410
3380 NEXT I
3390 FOR I=1 TO 8 LP(0,1)=IMPI a NEXT
3400 RETURN
3410 IF I>1 THEN PEG=1 Q GOTO 3450
3420 PEG=2
3430 LP(0,1)=M(1,1)*SOR (RC1(0)/M(1,0))
3440 I=I+1
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3450 POLY0=(RC1(0)-M(I-1,0))*(RC1(0)-M(I.0))/(M(I-2.0)-M(I-1.0))/(M(I-2.0)-M(I.0
))

3460 FOLY1=CHC1( 0)-M(I-2,0))*(hC1(0)-M(I.0))/(M(1-1,0)-M(1-2.0))/(M(1-1.0)-M(I.0
))

3470 FOLY2=(RC1(0)-M(I-2,0))*(RC1(Q)-M(I-1,0))/(M(I.0)-M(I-2.0))/(M(I,0)-M(I-1,0
))

3480 FOR J=FES TO S
3490 LF(0,J)=FOLY0*M(I-2,J)+FOLY1*M(I-1,J)+FULY2*M(1.J)
3500 NEXT J
3510 RETURN
3520 REM
3530 REM CONFIGURATION FACTOR bUNKOUllNE:
3540 REM FOR VARIABLE CONFIG. FCTR., CHANGE THE FOLLOWING LINE 10 "REM":*****
3550 F=FAVE Q RETURN ,0 REM
3560 IF B=0 THEN F=1 @ RETURN
3570 REL1=TAN (8/2)
3580 AA1=4*SIN (B/2)'2
3590 AA2=AA1 +SR'2
3600 AA1=AAl+REL1 2
3610 BB1=-(2*SIN (B))
3620 BB2=BB1*SR
3630 BB1=BB1*REL1
3640 PP1 =PI /4
3650 PP2 =ASN (TAN (B/2)/SR)/2
3660 AMBS02=SOR (AA2'2-8B2'2)
3670 F(2*SR'2*COS (B)-AA2)/AMBS02*ATN ((AA2-BB2)*TAN (FP1-PF2)/AMBS02)
3680 F=(F+(FF1-FP2)*3)/P1
3690 RETURN
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OTHER PROGRAMS
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10 REM ******* PAUL D. BAKKE, 08/30/85, FLUIDIZED BED PROJECT *******
20 REM
30 REM THIS PROGRAM CREATES DATA FILES CONSISTING OF RADIUS VERSUS
40 REM FREQUENCY HISTOGRAMS FOR FLUIDIZED BED PARTICLES.
50 REM
60 REM
70 DISP "ENTER NAME OF SIZE HISTOGRAM FILE:" 8 INPUT F$
80 CREATE F$,22,8
90 DIM S1ZE(10,1),CHECK(10,1)
100 REM SIZE DISTRIBUTION HISTOGRAM STORED IN ARRAY SIZE(,):
110 REM SIZE(0,0)=NUMBER OF SIZE CLASSES,
120 REM SIZE(I,O)=RADIUS, CLASS *I
130 REM SIZE(I,1)=FREQUENCY, CLASS *I
140 REM INITIALIZATION OF ARRAY:
150 FOR 1=0 TO 10
160 FOR j=0 TO 1
170 SIZE(I,J)=0
180 NEXT J
190 NEXT I
200 ASSIGN* 1 TO F$
210 DISP "ENTER NUMBER OF SIZE CLASSES (MAXIMUM OF 10):" 8 INPUT SIZE(0.0)
220 DISP "ENTER RADIUS,FREQUENCY (SEPARATE BY A COMMA):"
230 FOR I=1 TO SIZE(0,0)
240 DISP "CLASS *";I;":" Q INPUT SIZE(I,0),SIZE(I,1)
250 DISP "CLASS *";I;": RADIUS=";SIZE(I,0);" FREQ.=";SIZE(I,1)
260 DISP "CORRECT? (Y/N)" S INPUT G$
270 IF NUM (G$)=78 THEN DISP "RE-ENTER:" S GOTO 240
280 NEXT I
290 SIZE(0,1)=0
300 FOR I=SIZE(0,0)+1 TO 10
310 SIZE(I,0)=0 8 SIZE(I,1)=0
320 NEXT I
330 REM
340 REM STORAGE OF ARRAY SIZE(.) AS A DATA FILE:
350 PRINT* 1 ; SIZE(,)
360 ASSIGN* 1 TO *

370 REM
360 REM PRINT-OUT OF DATA FILE:
390 ASSIGN* 2 TO F$
400 READ* 2 ; CHECK(,)
410 ASSIGN* 2 TO *

420 REM
430 REM PROCESS IS CHECKED BY READING THE NEWLY-CREATED DATA FILE
440 REM INTO THE ARRAY CHECK(,) AND PRINTING IT OUT IN TABULAR FORM:
450 REM
460 PRINT PRINT "DATA FILE: ";F$
470 PRINT "CLASS: RADIUS: FREQUENCY:"
480 FOR I=1 TO CHECK(0,0)
490 PRINT USING 500 ; I,CHECK(I,0),CHECK(I,1)
500 IMAGE 2X,DD,5X,D.DDDDD,4X,D.DDDDD
510 NEXT I
520 PRINT "NUMBER OF CLASSES = ";CHECK(0,0)
530 END
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10 REM ******* PAUL D. BAKKE, 07/10/85, FLUIDIZED BED PROJECT *******
20 REM
30 REM THIS PROGRAM GENERATES A DATA FILE (D19M8) CONSISTING OF THE
40 REM FIRST B EIGENVALUES REQUIRED FOR COMPUTATION OF THE SERIES
50 REM SUMMATION FOR PARTICLE SURFACE TEMPERATURES IN THE COMPLETE MODEL.
60 REM
70 REM SUBROUTINE TO FIND FIRST 8 ROOTS OF 1-M*Cot(M)=RC1
80 REM BY NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATION ***** ***** ***** SY***
90 REM
100 REM STARTING GUESSES FOR THE FIRST 8 SOLUTIONS:
110 DATA 3.14159,6.28318,9.42477,12.56637,15.70796,18.84955,21.99114,25.13274
120 REM VALUES OF RC1 USED:
130 DATA 0,.0025,.005,.01,.02,.03,.04,.05,.06,.07,.08
140 DATA .09,.1,.2,.3,.4,.5,.6,.7,.8,.9,1,1.5,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10
150 DATA 11,16,21,31,41,51,75,101,200,300,400,500,600,700,800,900
160 DATA 1100,1300,1500
170 REM FNA() = f(x)/+'(x) WHERE +(x)=RC1-1+x/TAN(x):
180 DEF FNA(X,RC1) = (RC1-1+X/TAN (X))/(1/TAN (X)-X/SIN (X)"2)
190 DEF FNB(X,RC1) = RC1-1+X/TAN (X)
200 DIM M(50,8),START(8)
210 PRON=1 8 REM ****----****---- PRON=1 WILL PRINT THE TABLE ****----****
220 ACC=.00001
230 RESTORE 110
240 REM STARTING GUESSES:
250 FOR I=1 TO 8 8 READ START(I)8 NEXT I
260 REM INITIALIZE THE TABLE:
270 FOR J=0 TO 50
280 FOR I=0 TO 8
290 M(J,I)=0
300 NEXT I

310 NEXT J
320 RESTORE 130
330 REM M(J,0) = VALUES OF RC1 USED IN TABULATION
340 FOR J=0 TO 50 8 READ M(J,0)8 NEXT J
350 REM
360 REM BEGINNING OF NEWTON-RAPHSON ROOT FINDING LOOP:
370 REM
380 FOR J=0 TO 50
390 FOR I=1 TO 8
400 X1=S1ART(I)
410 X2=X1-FNA(X1,M(J,0))
420 IF ABS (X2-X1)<= ACC AND ABS (FNB(X2,M(J,0)))<ACC THEN 450
430 X1=X2
440 GOTO 410
450 M(J,I)=X2
460 NEXT I
470 REM
480 REM END OF LOOP
490 REM
500 IF PRON=1 THEN PRINT USING 580 ; M(J,0),M(J,1),M(j,2),M(J,3),M(J,4),M(J,5),M
(J,6),M(J,7),M(J,8)
510 NEXT J
520 CREATE "D19M8:D600",459,8 8 REM WATCH OUT FOR PREY. EXISTING NAMES! *******
530 ASSIGN* 1 TO "D19M8"
540 CHECK READ# 1
550 PRINT# 1 ; M(,)
560 CHECK READ OFF# 1
570 ASSIGN* 1 TO *

580 IMAGE DDDD.DDDD,B(DDD.DDDD)
590 END


